Guide to Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit Processes and Decision-making

Version 2
The objective of this policy is to ensure that decisions by the Office of Environment and Heritage on Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permits (AHIPs) are transparent and defensible, and that AHIPs are managed appropriately post-approval.

Except where otherwise stated in this document, this guide replaces all existing documents and policies relating to the determination and issuing of AHIPs.

**WARNING:** Do not rely on a printed version of this document to be current. Always check the OEH website to ensure you have the latest version.
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## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHIMS</td>
<td>Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHIP</td>
<td>Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCHD</td>
<td>Country, Culture and Heritage Division (within OEH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG</td>
<td>Director-General of Premier and Cabinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>Department of Premier and Cabinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHub</td>
<td>OEH intranet site (available to OEH staff only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP&amp;A Act</td>
<td><em>Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPRG</td>
<td>Environment Protection and Regulation Group (within OEH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIPA</td>
<td><em>Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISEMS</td>
<td>Integrated Statutory Environmental Management System – a database used by OEH to track documentation associated with licences, permits and any other legal notice or documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSB</td>
<td>Legal Services Branch (within OEH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPW Act</td>
<td><em>National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPW Regulation</td>
<td>National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEH</td>
<td>Office of Environment and Heritage NSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&amp;I</td>
<td>Department of Planning and Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWG</td>
<td>Parks and Wildlife Group (within OEH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAP</td>
<td>Registered Aboriginal party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTIP officer</td>
<td>Right to Information Privacy Officer (Corporate Governance Branch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIM</td>
<td>OEH corporate document and records management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary Item</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP)</td>
<td>Statutory instrument issued by OEH under section 90 of the <em>National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974</em> (NPW Act) to manage harm or potential harm to Aboriginal objects and places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal object</td>
<td>Statutory term, meaning ‘… any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale) relating to the Aboriginal habitation of the area that comprises New South Wales, being habitation before or concurrent with (or both) the occupation of that area by persons of non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains’ (s.5, NPW Act)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal owners</td>
<td>Statutory term used in the <em>Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983</em> (ALR Act) and the NPW Act. Aboriginal owners are defined as ‘persons whose names are entered on the Register of Aboriginal Owners because of the person’s cultural association with particular land’ (ALR Act). Registration as an Aboriginal owner under the ALR Act provides statutory recognition of an Aboriginal person’s cultural association with land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal place</td>
<td>Statutory term, meaning any place declared to be an Aboriginal place (under s.84 of the NPW Act) by the Minister administering the NPW Act, by order published in the Gazette, because the Minister is of the opinion that the place is or was of special significance with respect to Aboriginal culture. It may or may not contain Aboriginal objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal site</td>
<td>A location or area of land that contains or is associated with Aboriginal object(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicant</td>
<td>Person applying for an AHIP or an AHIP variation, transfer or surrender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community collection</td>
<td>May be authorised as part of an AHIP and involves the collection of Aboriginal objects by one or all registered Aboriginal parties or their representatives from a site that will be harmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-maker</td>
<td>Either the Director General of DPC or an OEH officer with delegated authority to make decisions in relation to an AHIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Harm | Statutory term described in s.5 of the NPW Act:  

* harm an object or place includes any act or omission that:  

(a) destroys, defaces or damages the object or place, or  

(b) in relation to an object—moves the object from the land on which it had been situated, or  

(c) is specified by the regulations, or  

(d) causes or permits the object or place to be harmed in a manner referred to in paragraph (a), (b) or (c),  

but does not include any act or omission that:  

(e) desecrates the object or place, or  

(f) is trivial or negligible, or  

(g) is excluded from this definition by the regulations’ |
| **Minister** | Minister administering the NPW Act, i.e. the Minister for the Environment |
| **Our clients/stakeholders** | AHIP applicants, proponents, local councils and the Department of Planning and Infrastructure: the particular client or stakeholder will depend on the nature of the proposal or issue being dealt with by OEH. |
| **Property of the Crown** | All Aboriginal objects are considered to be ‘property of the Crown’ other than those, which: |
|  | (a) were located in private collections before 13 April 1970 and have not since been abandoned, or |
|  | (b) are ‘real property’ (i.e. objects such as rock art, rock carvings or scarred trees that are attached to private land and are legally considered part of that land). |
| **Recommending officer** | OEH officer(s) who initially evaluates an AHIP-related application or proposes a course of action for consideration by a decision-maker |
| **Registered Aboriginal parties** | Aboriginal people, Aboriginal organisation or their representatives who have registered an interest in being consulted in accordance with clause 80C of the National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2009 and which is further explained in OEH’s *Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010* |
| **Safekeeping** | Care of Aboriginal objects by or on behalf of an Aboriginal person or organisation pursuant to s.85A(1)(c) of the NPW Act |
| **Salvage excavation** | May be authorised as part of an AHIP and is an excavation that is carried out in accordance with archaeological methodology in order to recover a sample of Aboriginal objects as an archival record or Aboriginal life from a site that will be destroyed |
| **Test excavation** | May be carried out in accordance with OEH’s *Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW*. Less commonly, may be authorised by an AHIP and is an excavation carried out in accordance with archaeological methodology in order to establish the nature and extent of sub-surface Aboriginal objects and to assist in the assessment of management options for a site. |
1. Introduction and background

1.1 About this guide

1.1.1 Intended audience

This guide is an OEH document, prepared for an internal audience. It is targeted at Environment Protection and Regulation Group (EPRG) Aboriginal cultural heritage staff who process applications for Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permits (AHIPs) and manage them after approval. In the context of this guide, these staff are referred to as ‘recommending officers’ and ‘decision-makers’.

A **recommending officer** is the EPRG officer who initially evaluates an application or proposes a course of action for consideration by a decision-maker. This is usually an EPRG branch:

- archaeologist
- Aboriginal heritage planning officer, or
- senior Aboriginal heritage planning officer.

A **decision-maker** is the Director-General (DG) of the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) or an OEH officer who has the delegated authority\(^1\) to issue or refuse an AHIP. This is usually the:

- EPRG branch Director, or
- Manager responsible for Aboriginal heritage regulatory matters (such as the Planning and Aboriginal Heritage Manager).

1.1.2 Objective of this guide

The objective of this guide is to ensure that OEH decisions on AHIPs are transparent and defensible, and that all AHIPs issued are appropriate, reasonable and enforceable, and managed appropriately post-approval.

1.1.3 Scope of this guide

This guide sets out the process for:

- processing and determining AHIP applications
- recording decisions
- drafting, issuing and refusing AHIPs
- managing AHIPs post-approval.

1.1.4 Applying this guide (and using discretion)

This guide represents EPRG’s standard procedure for AHIP processes and decision-making and it will be applicable in the majority of situations. As with all policy and guidance documents, the guide has not been developed to cover every conceivable situation. There may be unusual or unexpected

---

situations where a departure from the advice and process outlined in the guide may be necessary (including where the process uses terms such as ‘must’ and ‘mandatory’).

The decision-maker should always use their discretion based on the unique circumstances of each matter, ensuring that any departure from the advice contained in this guide is well justified and documented. Further policy and/or legal advice may also be sought, where necessary.

1.1.5 Intended outcome
The intended outcome of this guide is that EPRG staff will be able to consistently:
• make and document decisions about AHIP applications
• issue and refuse AHIPs where required
• appropriately manage AHIPs post-approval.

1.1.6 Links to other OEH policies
This guide supports EPRG’s Operational Policy: Protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage and which should be read in conjunction with the AHIP-related templates, available for reference on EHub and for use on ISEMS.2

1.1.7 Review and update
This guide may need to be updated where:
• it is affected by legislative changes
• significant policy changes occur.
This guide will otherwise be reviewed by OEH’s Reform and Compliance Branch every three years with the next review expected in mid-2014.
These routine reviews will evaluate the extent to which the guide has achieved its intended objective and outcomes.

1.2 Background information

1.2.1 Aboriginal cultural heritage
Aboriginal cultural heritage consists of places and objects that are of significance to Aboriginal people because of their traditions, observances, lore, customs, beliefs and history. It provides evidence of the lives and existence of Aboriginal people before European settlement through to the present.

Aboriginal cultural heritage is dynamic and may comprise physical (tangible) or non-physical (intangible) elements. It includes things made and used in traditional societies, such as stone tools, art sites and ceremonial or burial grounds. It also includes more contemporary and/or historical elements, such as old mission buildings, massacre sites and cemeteries. Tangible heritage is situated in a broader cultural landscape and needs to be considered in that context and in a holistic manner.

Aboriginal cultural heritage also relates to the connection and sense of belonging that people have with the landscape and with each other. For Aboriginal people, cultural heritage and cultural practices are part of both the past and the present, and cultural heritage is kept alive and strong by being part of everyday life.

Aboriginal cultural heritage is not confined to sites. It also includes people’s memories, storylines, ceremonies, language and ‘ways of doing things’ that continue to enrich local knowledge about the cultural landscape. It involves teaching and educating younger generations. It is also about learning

2 Integrated Statutory Environmental Management System: see Glossary
and looking after cultural traditions and places, and passing on knowledge. It is enduring but also changing. It is ancient but also new.

Aboriginal cultural heritage provides essential links between the past and present: it is an intrinsic part of Aboriginal people’s cultural identity, connection and sense of belonging to Country. The effective protection and conservation of this heritage is important in maintaining the identity, health and wellbeing of Aboriginal people.

1.2.2 Relevant legislation

EPRG’s Operational Policy: Protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage provides a detailed overview of the legislative framework for the protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage (see Appendix A of the Operational Policy). The following sections provide a brief summary.

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974

The NPW Act, administered by OEH, is the primary legislation for the protection of those aspects of Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW defined under the Act. One of the objects of the NPW Act is:

‘the conservation of objects, places or features (including biological diversity) of cultural value within the landscape, including but not limited to (i) places, objects and features of significance to Aboriginal people …’ (s.2A(1)(b)).

Specifically, under s.85 of the NPW Act, the Director-General (DG) of the Department of Premier and Cabinet is responsible for the protection of Aboriginal objects and declared Aboriginal places in NSW, particularly those on land reserved under the Act. Part 6 of the Act provides specific protection for Aboriginal objects and places by establishing offences of harm. ‘Harm’ is defined in the Act to include destroying, defacing or damaging an Aboriginal object or a declared Aboriginal place, or moving an Aboriginal object from the land.

There are a number of defences and exemptions to the offence of harming an Aboriginal object or place. A valid Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) issued under s.90 of the NPW Act that has not been contravened can be one defence. 3

The powers in Part 6 are not inconsistent with the objects of the NPW Act or a requirement to give effect to ecologically sustainable development (ESD).

Other Acts

Various State and Commonwealth assessment and planning processes are also relevant to Aboriginal cultural heritage. OEH has responsibilities in some of these areas. Most obviously, OEH has specific roles and obligations under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). Heritage matters are also addressed in the Heritage Act 1977 and Commonwealth legislation.

1.2.3 Aboriginal heritage impact permits

What is an AHIP and when is one required?

An Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) is the statutory instrument that OEH issues under section 90 of the NPW Act to manage harm or potential harm to Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places.

An AHIP is required when a proposed activity is likely to directly or indirectly harm an Aboriginal object or place. 4 This includes such things as:

3 Other available defences include that the defendant exercised ‘due diligence’ and reasonably determined that no Aboriginal object would be harmed (s.87(2)); the defendant was carrying out a ‘low impact activity’ (s.87(3)).

4 Examples of indirect harm include harm to art in a shelter from increased visitation; destruction from increased erosion; and changes to wild food resources in an Aboriginal place (where this resource forms part of the significance of that place as listed in the ‘statement of values’ as discussed later in this section).
• movement of certain Aboriginal objects
• community collection of Aboriginal objects
• archaeological test excavations\(^5\)
• archaeological salvage excavations
• harm to Aboriginal objects or places through proposed works\(^6\) or any other action.

Before applying for an AHIP, the applicant must thoroughly investigate and assess the cultural heritage values of the area that may be affected by a proposed activity, including consultation with Aboriginal people.

The OEH *Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW* and *Applying for an AHIP: Guide for applicants* outlines the assessment and application process that AHIP applicants are required to follow.

After receiving an AHIP application, OEH decides whether it is appropriate to issue an AHIP in relation to the proposed works and, if so, any associated conditions that are necessary.

OEH generally uses an AHIP template\(^7\) that includes a range of standard conditions that may be used for certain types of proposal. An AHIP may also include site-specific conditions (see Section 4). After approval, AHIPs can also be varied, transferred, surrendered, suspended and revoked, in certain circumstances, as outlined in Section 5.

**When an AHIP is not required**

There may be situations where an AHIP may not be required and the proponent can proceed with caution. These include:

• where the proposed activity is an approved Part 3A project\(^8\) or State significant development or infrastructure under the EP&A Act or when undertaking an environmental assessment for any of these types of development activities in accordance with the requirements of the Director-General of the Department of Planning and Infrastructure (P&I)
• where sections 87A and 87B of the NPW Act exempt the proposed activity from the offences listed under s.86 of the Act
• where the proposed activity does not fall under the definition of ‘harm’, such as an act or omission that is ‘trivial or negligible’ (s.5 of the NPW Act)\(^9\)
• where the proponent has exercised due diligence and has reasonably determined that their actions will not harm Aboriginal objects (s.87(2), NPW Act)
• where the proponent is not aware of the presence of Aboriginal objects and the proposed activity is low impact for which there is a defence in the NPW Regulation (cl.80B, NPW Regulation)

---

\(^5\) These are test excavations that cannot be carried out in accordance with the *Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW*.

\(^6\) Works related to a proposed development or activity, such as earthmoving, construction, laying roads and other infrastructure

\(^7\) It is possible to modify the AHIP template and conditions in unusual or unexpected situations at the discretion of the decision-maker.

\(^8\) Part 3A of the EP&A Act was repealed in May 2011. Following this, the NSW Government introduced transitional arrangements for those projects which were already in the major projects assessment system under Part 3A.

\(^9\) The definition of ‘harm’ to an object or place under s.5 of the NPW Act does not include something that is trivial or negligible. Examples of what may be considered a trivial or negligible act, depending on the circumstances, include picking up and replacing a small stone artefact; breaking a small Aboriginal object below the surface when gardening; crushing a small Aboriginal object when walking on or off a track; and picnicking, camping or other similar recreational activities.
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- where the proposed activity is an archaeological investigation being carried out in accordance with the OEH Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW (cl.3A, NPW Regulation).

More information on these circumstances is provided in OEH's Applying for an AHIP: Guide for applicants.

**AHIPs for Aboriginal places**

Declaration of an Aboriginal place aims to recognise and protect the special cultural significance of an area of land. It is an offence under s.86(4) of the NPW Act to harm or desecrate an Aboriginal place. The only defence available is a valid AHIP that was not contravened (s.87(1)(a)–(b)).

The declaration of an Aboriginal place does not prevent future development of the area covered by the declaration. However, it sets in place a process of assessment and review to ensure that development is compatible with and conserves the cultural significance of the place wherever possible.

A list of declared Aboriginal places with links to gazettal notices is available on the OEH website. The gazettal notices generally include a brief ‘statement of significance’ that highlights the cultural value of the Aboriginal place.

A full ‘statement of values’ is also prepared as part of the ministerial briefing note for the declaration. These briefing notes are available by contacting the CCHD Regional Manager (Community and Operations).

Management plans for Aboriginal places may also be prepared to set out the future uses for the place and how it will be managed, and may identify activities for this purpose.

Management plans for Aboriginal places are not compulsory. When determining AHIP applications for Aboriginal places, it is worth checking with the CCHD Regional Manager (Community and Operations) to see whether any have been prepared.

Generally speaking, any activities that are consistent with the statement of values (contained in the ministerial briefing note for gazettal of the Aboriginal place) or with any OEH-approved management plan prepared for an Aboriginal place would not require an AHIP, as the activity would not usually be expected to harm that place. Such activities could include (depending on the circumstances):

- low-impact visitor appreciation works
- weed management
- maintenance of existing structures and tracks.

Other activities that are not clearly in keeping with the statement of values or any OEH-approved management plan, depending on the circumstances, could include:

- proposed new walking or vehicle access tracks
- hazard reduction activities not referred to in a management plan
- archaeological excavations of any kind
- other research activities that may harm an Aboriginal place.

Where a proposed activity is likely to harm Aboriginal objects within an Aboriginal place in any way, an AHIP will usually be required.

**Further information**

Refer to Aboriginal place declarations: assessment guidelines under s.84 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 and accompanying information (available on EHub only).
Arrangements for the deposition and safe keeping of salvaged Aboriginal objects

The DG may transfer Aboriginal objects that are the property of the Crown\textsuperscript{10} via a Care Agreement under s.85A(1)(c) of the NPW Act. Care Agreements are not AHIPs and should be issued separately from them (although both may be considered concurrently).

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Extract from NPW Act} \\
\hline
\textbf{85A Transfer of Aboriginal objects} \\
\textbf{(1) The Director-General may, despite any other provision of this Act, dispose of Aboriginal objects that are the property of the Crown:} \\
\hspace{0.5cm} (a) by returning the Aboriginal objects to an Aboriginal owner\textsuperscript{11} or Aboriginal owners entitled to, and willing to accept possession, custody or control of, the Aboriginal objects in accordance with Aboriginal tradition, or \\
\hspace{0.5cm} (b) by otherwise dealing with the Aboriginal objects in accordance with any reasonable directions of an Aboriginal owner or Aboriginal owners referred to in paragraph (a), or \\
\hspace{0.5cm} (c) if there is or are no such Aboriginal owner or Aboriginal owners – by transferring the Aboriginal objects to a person, or a person of a class, prescribed by the regulations\textsuperscript{12} for safekeeping. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Whether or not there are any Aboriginal owners (see Glossary for definition) affects the DG's powers to 'return' or 'otherwise deal' with Aboriginal objects under s.85A(1)(a) and (b). As there are few registered Aboriginal owners at present, it is more common for Aboriginal objects to be 'transferred' for safe-keeping under s.85A(1)(c) to an Aboriginal person or organisation representing Aboriginal people. Transfers of Aboriginal objects are done under a Care Agreement struck between OEH and an Aboriginal person or organisation. An organisation representing Aboriginal people could be an entity such as a regional museum if this is endorsed by the relevant Aboriginal people.

Care Agreements should always accommodate the possibility that future Aboriginal owners may seek a permanent return of the objects. A permanent return of Aboriginal objects cannot occur unless the person is an Aboriginal owner.

A policy addressing management arrangements for salvaged Aboriginal objects is currently being developed by EPRG’s Continuous Improvement Unit.

Under s.88 of the NPW Act, the Director-General may arrange with the Australian Museum Trust for the deposition or the exhibition of Aboriginal objects found ‘on park’ (national park, historic site, nature reserve, karst conservation reserve, Aboriginal area, state conservation area or regional park).

The Australian Museum is finalising its Archaeological Collection Lodgement Policy, which outlines the conditions under which the museum will consider accepting archaeological materials collected under the framework of the NPW Act (on- and off-park) and/or the EP&A Act. This policy will be available on the museum’s website later in 2011.

\textsuperscript{10} ‘Property of the Crown’: see Glossary
\textsuperscript{11} ‘Aboriginal owner’: defined in s.4(1) of the \textit{Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983}
\textsuperscript{12} ‘... person, or a person of a class, prescribed by the regulations ...’: cl.99 of the NPW Regulation prescribes that this can be (a) an Aboriginal person or (b) an organisation representing Aboriginal people. ‘Aboriginal person’ is defined in s.4(1) of the \textit{Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983}. 
2. Decision-making and accountability

2.1 OEH role as decision-maker
The NPW Act establishes the DG of DPC as the decision-maker in relation to AHIPs. Currently, this role has been delegated to Environment Officer Class 13 and above within EPRG. In practice, this is the EPRG Regional Branch Director or, more commonly, the Branch Manager who has responsibility for regulating Aboriginal cultural heritage. The decision-maker takes advice from expert staff within the EPRG Branch: the ‘recommending officer(s)’.

Decision-makers are required to adhere to a number of legal principles and legislative requirements when making AHIP-related decisions.

2.2 Legal principles for decision-makers
Decisions must be reasonable, unbiased, impartial, transparent, accountable and independent. Decision-makers must document all decisions and any actions and outcomes required. This will ensure that applicants and other stakeholders understand how the decision was reached and can be referred to if the ruling is later challenged in court (see Section 2.6).

It is particularly important to be impartial and avoid bias in making decisions. Bias may result when decision-makers have a conflict of interest, which can be pecuniary (financial) or non-pecuniary (such as through personal or family relationships).

More about conflicts of interest
If recommending officers or decision-makers have any concerns about a perceived, potential or actual conflict of interest associated with a particular application or AHIP-related decision, they should discuss this with their immediate supervisor in the first instance.

Where a conflict of interest exists, could arise or be perceived by third parties to exist, a written outline should be prepared for the relevant manager, who must then inform the Deputy Director-General, EPRG. Employees and their managers have a joint responsibility to avoid or resolve conflicts of interest.

For more information, refer to OEH’s Code of Ethical Conduct which includes examples of situations that may give rise to conflicts of interest and options for resolving them.

Any allegations about a conflict of interest should be handled in accordance with the OEH Guidelines for Managing External Complaints and Allegations (available on EHub only).

The requirement to be impartial and unbiased would also be contravened where:

- the decision-maker’s mind was so foreclosed that they gave no genuine consideration to the matter
- there was a reasonable suspicion that the decision-maker would not be impartial because of an association that could be seen to affect their impartiality, such as a past or present family, professional or contractual association – in these cases, the decision-maker should ask for the application to be allocated to someone else for determination.

The decision-maker should consider all reasonable options, including refusing an application (where appropriate).

Decision-makers should apply the advice in the following OEH Legal Eyes (available on EHub only) in their deliberations on AHIPs:

- 2008/10: Checklist for decision-makers
- 2008/11: Legal principles for decision-makers

---

13 Refer to Delegation of Director-General and Minister's Functions: Supplementary instrument of delegation of ministerial functions – 30 June 2010 on EHub
2.3 Factors OEH must consider (s.90K)

S.90K of the NPW Act lists the factors that must be considered in making AHIP-related decisions and these are outlined below. Decision-makers must not consider any other matter (s.90K(2)).

Extract from NPW Act

90K Factors to be considered in making determinations regarding permits

- In making a decision in relation to an Aboriginal heritage impact permit, the Director-General must consider the following matters:
  - the objects of this Act,
  - actual or likely harm to the Aboriginal objects or Aboriginal place that are the subject of the permit,
  - practical measures that may be taken to protect and conserve the Aboriginal objects or Aboriginal place that are the subject of the permit,
  - practical measures that may be taken to avoid or mitigate any actual or likely harm to the Aboriginal objects or Aboriginal place that are the subject of the permit,
  - the significance of the Aboriginal objects or Aboriginal place that are the subject of the permit,
  - the results of any consultation by the applicant with Aboriginal people regarding the Aboriginal objects or Aboriginal place that are the subject of the permit (including any submissions made by Aboriginal people as part of a consultation required by the regulations),
  - whether any such consultation substantially complied with any requirements for consultation set out in the regulations,
  - the social and economic consequences of making the decision,
  - in connection with a permit application:
    - any documents accompanying the application, and
    - any public submission that has been made under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 in connection with the activity to which the permit application relates and that has been received by the Director-General,
  - any other matter prescribed by the regulations.

- The Director-General, in making a decision in relation to an Aboriginal heritage impact permit, must not consider any matter other than the matters referred to in subsection (1).

The s.90K factors must always be considered as part of the determination process under Part 2: Evaluation of the determination report. Section 2.4 provides general advice on completing determination reports, including the importance of making clear evidence-based conclusions.

In addition, Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors is available (on EHub only) and will be updated from time to time to cover new experiences and situations. The reasons provided in relation to s.90K factors will always depend on the particular circumstances and merits of the case. Recommending officers may refer to this guide when considering each of the factors.

2.4 Documenting decisions: determination reports

A crucial part of the decision-making process is proper documentation. Principle 6 of EPRG’s Operating Principles (available on EHub only) states: ‘We must document our decisions, objectives, actions and outcomes in the most efficient way’.

To assist recommending officers apply this principle, a series of determination report templates has been developed for all AHIP processes, including applications, variations, transfers, surrenders, suspensions and revocations. All of these templates are available for use on the Integrated
Statutory Environmental Management System (ISEMS). Reference copies are also available on EHub, although notices themselves must always be prepared and issued through ISEMS.

The determination report templates have been developed to assist recommending officers and decision-makers consider and document all key matters in a consistent and robust manner. Each template follows the same basic format:

- Part 1: Background and documents considered
- Part 2: Evaluation
- Part 3: Recommendation
- Part 4: Decision

These parts are discussed in turn below and detailed user instructions are also provided in the templates on ISEMS.

Although determination reports are not routinely released externally, they are publicly accessible documents under the Government Information (Public Access) Act 2010 and may be called on in legal proceedings. With this in mind, OEH officers should ensure the determination reports they prepare:

- are written in plain English
- clearly specify any content with restricted access (as per AHIMS) or which is otherwise culturally sensitive
- are prepared in a manner allowing their public release if required
- contain reasons for findings and decisions.

Recommending officers must prepare the determination report with sufficient detail to enable the decision-maker to independently consider the application and form their own view about whether the recommended approach is appropriate.

Templates may require modification in unusual or unexpected circumstances.

**Part 1: Background and documents considered**

Part 1 of the determination report template requires an outline of the relevant background information and any documents that are relevant to the decision.

The recommending officer should list all documents or submissions that were provided by the applicant or AHIP holder.

The section ‘other documents that were taken into consideration’ relates to documents relevant to the application but not included with it, such as any:

- additional existing reports, regional studies, historical documents or other research relevant to the application that were considered
- statement of values or management plan associated with an Aboriginal place
- relevant OEH polices such as –
  - Operational Policy: Protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage
  - Guide to AHIP Processes and Decision-making
  - Guide to Investigating, Assessing and Reporting on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in NSW
  - Applying for an AHIP: Guide for applicants
  - Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010
  - Code of Practice for the Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW

**Part 2: Evaluation**

Part 2 of the determination report template requires the recommending officer to evaluate the factual information identified in Part 1, taking into account the s.90K ‘factors to be considered’. The template may need to be modified for unusual or unexpected circumstances.
The factors under s.90K of the NPW Act are an exhaustive list and no other matters should be considered. This applies to all AHIP-related decisions, including applications, variations, transfers and surrenders as well as decisions to revoke or suspend an AHIP.

For decisions relating to applications, the information sought from applicants should provide all the information needed to consider the s.90K factors. It is the role of the recommending officer to critically evaluate this information by forming a view about the appropriateness and correctness of the information provided. Where the recommending officer considers it necessary and relevant, they may request additional information in order to be able to adequately consider the application (s.90F of the NPW Act).

For decisions where there is no application (such as revoking an AHIP), the s.90K factors must still be considered, although in these cases it is OEH’s role to provide the information and evidence necessary to consider and address each of the factors.

**How detailed does the evaluation need to be?**

Not all decisions will require the recommending officer to undertake a highly detailed written evaluation under Part 2. The length and detail of the evaluation will vary according to the complexity of the matter. In addition, some s.90K factors will be more relevant or applicable to an evaluation than others. It is acceptable to provide a different level of detail for each of the factors according to the relevance and significance of that factor.

The recommending officer should use their professional judgement and discretion when deciding how detailed the evaluation should be for each particular matter. The s.90K factors need to be addressed in sufficient detail to allow the decision-maker to properly determine whether to issue or refuse the AHIP or make any other AHIP-related decision.

**Making clear, evidence-based conclusions**

The recommending officer’s position on each of the s.90K factors should be stated clearly. The officer should avoid merely restating assertions made by the applicant without some conclusion about their own position.

There must be evidence to justify the decision rather than hearsay, suspicion or speculation. The decision must be supported by facts. Decisions can be invalid if they lack certainty or finality.

The recommending officer should refer to all of the relevant documents considered (those listed in Part 1) and how they helped to inform the evaluation.

**Guidance for considering section 90K factors**

The reasons given in relation to s.90K factors will always depend on the particular circumstances and merits of the case. Support for considering the factors is provided in *Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors* (available on EHub only) and this will be updated from time to time to cover new experiences and situations. Recommending officers may refer to this guide when considering each of the factors.

**Part 3: Recommendation**

Part 3 of the determination report templates allows the recommending officer to make recommendations on whether:

- an application for a new AHIP, transfer or surrender should be refused or approved, or
- whether an AHIP should be varied, suspended or revoked (OEH-initiated).

Part 3 also requires:

- a summary of the evaluation and conclusions identified in Part 2
- a list of the documents referred to in the AHIP determination report which the decision-maker should review in detail to reach their conclusion (and which will identify the documents that formed the basis of the decision should it be challenged later)
- identification of any key site-specific conditions for the decision-maker to consider (where relevant)
• details of any applicable letters or notices for the decision-maker’s approval
• a list of all attachments to the AHIP determination report
• any additional recommendations which do not directly relate to the recommendation but are relevant for the decision-maker to note (such as consideration about declaration of an Aboriginal place).

Part 4: Decision
Part 4 of the AHIP determination report template allows the decision-maker to state their decision, based on the recommendations provided under Part 3.

It is important for the decision-maker to understand the rationale for the recommendations being made to them and to form an independent view about what the decision should be. A decision-maker must not blindly accept a recommendation or instruction from another officer ‘on face value’ without independently considering the application and reviewing the reasons for the recommendation and whether it and any proposed conditions are appropriate. Section 2.2 is also relevant here.

The decision-maker does not need to read every page of every document that the recommending officer considered (such as lengthy consultant reports). However, at a minimum, they should read and consider:
• the determination report
• the executive summaries of key reports referred to in the determination report
• any other documents or information (or the executive summaries of lengthy documents) that have informed the recommendations
• the conditions of any proposed AHIP or AHIP suspension or revocation (where relevant).

Where the views of the decision-maker differ from a recommendation in the determination report, they should explain how and why this decision was reached. Where appropriate, the decision maker may also reiterate any contentious issues and indicate how these were considered in making the final decision.

2.5 Public register
OEH is required to maintain a number of public registers under the legislation it administers. Information on how to access these registers is available on the agency’s website.

The NPW Act public register is established under s.188F of the Act. This register also supports OEH’s broad principle of ensuring that, where possible, the agency’s decisions are publicly available and transparent.

The NPW Act public register contains details of:
• approved AHIPs and other AHIP-related matters
• declared Aboriginal places
• convictions in prosecutions under the NPW Act or the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) initiated by OEH
• the results of civil proceedings before the Land and Environment Court under the NPW Act or the TSC Act by or against OEH
• remediation directions issued by the Director-General.

2.5.1 Details of approved AHIPs and other AHIP-related matters
The AHIP component of the NPW Act public register commenced on 1 October 2010 and is available on the OEH website. It contains details of AHIP applications and a large range of AHIP-related decisions, including those refused, issued, varied, transferred, surrendered, suspended and revoked. These details are provided for each EPRG regional office, sorted by the date on which information was published.
All EPRG regional branches are required to manually enter each application and decision using the web-based form available on EHub. The web form allows the information to be entered accurately and consistently. Recommending officers should complete the form when an application for an AHIP has been received (when the ‘receipt of AHIP application’ letter/notice is sent) and when a decision has been made to refuse, issue, vary, transfer, suspend, surrender or revoke an AHIP (also when the relevant notice is sent).

For AHIPs issued, the details which will go on the public register are specified on the front cover of the AHIP. For all other processes, the details are specified in the determination report.

It is particularly important that recommending officers enter the details of AHIP decisions in a timely manner, as their inclusion on the register is linked to the time frames for any judicial review of the validity of the AHIP (see Section 2.6.1). Legal proceedings must commence within three months of the date the AHIP is published on the public register (s.90P). This is shown in the ‘date published’ field of the table on the OEH website which is automatically generated when the details first appear on the public register. This table cannot be manually edited by EPRG regional staff.

Note that this time frame does not relate to merit appeals as discussed in Section 2.6.2.

It is also important to note that once the web-form is submitted it cannot be edited or changed by EPRG regional staff. The contact officer in the Information Management and Administration Unit (IMAU – contact the ISEMS Help Desk in the first instance) will need to delete incorrect or incomplete records from the database. To avoid this occurring, ensure all required information is included (and the wording exactly reflects that in the relevant AHIP notice or determination report) before the form is submitted.

2.6 Challenges to OEH decisions

In some circumstances, OEH decisions and findings on AHIPs can be challenged in the Land and Environment Court. Legal Services Branch (LSB) should be advised as soon as possible of any potential litigation.

The information below is taken largely from Legal Eye 2008/12: The difference between judicial review and merit appeal (available on EHub only).

2.6.1 Judicial review

The Land and Environment Court generally has the power to consider whether a decision under the NPW Act (including the issue of an AHIP) has been made legally in accordance with the administrative law principles (see Section 2.2). Judicial review may be requested by any person.

A court challenge does not automatically mean a decision has been unlawful. It is up to the court to decide whether it was lawfully made. In practice, the court may find that only part of a decision is invalid (such as some conditions of an AHIP) and that the rest of the decision remains enforceable.

If the court decides that OEH’s decision was made unlawfully, it will be declared invalid and have no legal effect. The court does not make a new decision. OEH will need to consider the application again and come to a fresh decision, this time following correct procedure. OEH would normally appoint a different person to make the new decision at the same or a more senior level.

Any challenge to the legal validity of an AHIP must be made within three months of the date the AHIP was published on the public register (s.90P) (see Section 2.5.1).

2.6.2 Merit appeals

Section 90L of the NPW Act enables an AHIP applicant, holder or former holder to appeal to the Land and Environment Court if they are dissatisfied with an OEH decision in relation to their AHIP or application for one. This includes any decision to:

- refuse an application for an AHIP or former AHIP
- suspend or revoke an AHIP
- place a condition on an AHIP, former AHIP, or surrender of an AHIP.
The Land and Environment Court can determine an appeal by either:

- refusing to grant the appeal
- granting the appeal wholly or in part and give such directions as the court thinks appropriate.\(^{14}\)

The court has an obligation to freshly consider the merits of an application, including newly available information, and make what it considers the best decision based on the merits. This is known as a merits review or merits appeal.

The Land and Environment Court’s decision on the appeal is final and binding on both the DG and the appellant (s.90(3), NPW Act).

An appeal under s.90L must be made within **21 days** of the date the person was notified of the decision.

**Deemed refusal for the purposes of merit appeal**

Where an application for an AHIP has not been determined by the DG within **60 days**, the application is 'deemed' to have been refused for the purposes of merit appeal (s.90L(6)). This time frame does not include the time it takes for an applicant to provide any additional information requested by OEH under s.90F (see Section 3.3.6).

Deemed refusal gives the applicant the right to challenge this in the Land and Environment Court. However, OEH can still continue to process the application after 60 days and grant or refuse the application.

Recommending officers are responsible for keeping track of the 60-day deemed refusal period as there is no central system for this. See the timeline diagram for determining AHIP applications in Section 3.3.5 which shows when the appeal period commences and the 60-day deemed refusal period.

\(^{14}\) The type of direction given by the court depends on the nature of the appeal and would relate to the decision made by the court. Acting as a fresh decision-maker, the court could hypothetically decide to approve an AHIP where it had been refused by OEH.
3. AHIP application determination process

3.1 AHIP application process

**FO**: Finance officer  
**RO**: Recommending officer  
**DM**: Decision-maker

- **EPRG office receives AHIP application**
- **DM advises applicant in writing and returns fee** (Section 3.3.4)
- **Application rejected**
- **Application withdrawn**
- **Application accepted**
- **RO suggests applicant withdraws application as it is unnecessary** (Section 3.3.6)
- **RO returns fee and notes withdrawal on file**
- **RO places details of refusal on public register** (Section 3.3.5)
- **RO considers comments and documents consideration in AHIP determination report** (Section 3.4.3)

Any necessary consultation on draft AHIP may also occur at this point with approval of DM (Section 3.4.3)

**DM**: Decision-maker

- **RO serves notice on applicant**
- **DM authorises Notice of intention to refuse, allowing applicant to comment** (Section 3.4.2)
- **Refusal still recommended**
- **RO drafts Notice of refusal** (Section 3.4.2)
- **Decision: refuse AHIP**

**RO updates AHIMS permit record** (Section 3.4.3)

**DM authorises final Determination report, Notice of refusal and reimburses application fee** (Section 3.4.3)

**RO places details of refusal on public register** (Section 3.4.2)

**RO updated AHIMS permit record** (Section 3.4.3)
3.2 Pre-application discussions

OEH increases the effectiveness of its efforts by being involved in the early stages of a proposal, before an AHIP application is lodged (see Policy 13 in Operational Policy: Protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage).

By talking to the potential applicant upfront, OEH is able to outline the application process (referring them to the relevant guidance material) to ensure they understand what is required and supply all the information needed to make a decision, presented in the correct manner.

Upfront discussions can also potentially reveal such things as:

- where an AHIP application is unnecessary
- conservation outcomes that had not been considered
- harm minimisation strategies
- harm avoidance strategies, which in some cases may mean that an AHIP application is no longer required.

These discussions should always be documented and filed.

Applicants are also encouraged to contact OEH for assistance in completing the application form. However, while desirable, it is accepted that it might not always be possible to discuss the issues of an application prior to it being submitted.

3.3 Initial receipt of an AHIP application

3.3.1 Receipt the fee and date stamp the application

In accordance with OEH financial procedures and Treasury requirements, all money needs to be receipted and entered into the agency’s financial system (SAP) on the day it is received by OEH, where practicable. This should happen irrespective of whether the application may later be withdrawn or rejected after the preliminary review because it is substantially incomplete or not necessary, or later refused as a result of the determination process. Where this happens, the application fees will be reimbursed to the applicant.

Once the application and fee have been received, the finance or administration officer with the delegation for receipting and cash handling initially:

- date stamps the application (including supporting documents) on the day the application is received
- processes the fee (if provided) and attaches the ‘receipt of payment’ to the application package as soon as practicable
- records the application on TRIM as soon as practicable.

The correct account for AHIP fees is:


It is very important that this account is used as fees paid to this account are retained by the EPRG Branch.

More information on receipting and banking procedures can be found on the EHub webpage Banking procedures and cash journals.

---

15 OEH Finance Manual page 187: Treasurer's Directions Banking and Disposal of Collections 130.01, 130.02, 130.03.
3.3.2 Preliminary review of the application

All AHIP applications should contain sufficient information to enable the decision-maker to make a decision. The recommending officer does a number of initial checks as part of a preliminary review of an application to quickly determine whether all necessary documentation has been provided. This preliminary review involves answering each of the questions below.

Has the application form been completed correctly with all supporting information attached?

Under S.90A(2) of the NPW Act an AHIP application must:

(a) be made in or to the effect of a form approved by the Director-General, and
(b) contain or be accompanied by such documents and information as is required by regulations or by the Director-General (as indicated in the form or in material accompanying the form)

OEH would consider an application to be substantially incomplete if either of these criteria were not satisfied. A similar provision applies to AHIP transfer applications (s.90B(2)) while OEH policy applies the same principle to applications for AHIP variations and surrenders.

All applications must be made in writing using the AHIP application form on the OEH website. This allows applicants and recommending officers to check that all the necessary information has been provided.

Recommending officers will check that all parts of the AHIP application form have been properly completed, including that:

- the application is made on the approved/correct form including the AHIMS site information table – under no circumstances are verbal applications accepted
- the proposed AHIP holder (or holders):
  - is a legal entity
  - will have overall control of the project
  - is not an employee of a company
  - has provided an ABN or ACN (if they are a company)
  - has provided their full name (if they are an individual)\(^\text{16}\)
- the proposed actions that the AHIP will cover are correct, that is, they align with the supporting information
- a copy of the development consent or other planning approval has been attached (where applicable)
- evidence of support from the relevant Parks and Wildlife Group (PWG) or Aquatic Protected Area Unit Manager has been attached, where works will be on the OEH estate or aquatic reserve
- one hard and one electronic copy of the Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment report has been attached and that the checklist in the form has been completed\(^\text{17}\)
- completed AHIMS site cards for any newly identified sites have been included
- a map has been attached showing the exact boundary of the area to which the AHIP will apply

---

\(^{16}\) It is crucial that the correct person has applied for the AHIP and signed the application form. The importance of this is discussed in Section 4.2.1.

\(^{17}\) For more information on Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment reports, see www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licences/investassessreport.htm.
• the application has been signed and dated by the appropriate person (the person authorised to sign for the legal entity making the application, such as a director of a company – see Section 4.2.1 for more information on legal entities).

Has the correct fee been paid?
Any required application fee must be paid when the application is submitted. The application form asks the applicant to indicate the fee they are paying and what is received must match the fee nominated.
The regional administrative support officer should ensure they put a copy of the ‘receipt of payment’ with the application so that the recommending officer is aware that the correct fee has been paid.
The application cannot be considered without the appropriate fee. Section 143 of the NPW Act allows OEH to charge for determining AHIP applications and these fees are outlined in the AHIP application form. All revenue raised from AHIP fees is retained by EPRG.\(^\text{18}\)

Waiving AHIP fees
Section 143 of the NPW Act provides that fees may be charged, which means that EPRG has some discretion in deciding whether or not to charge a fee.
Depending on the circumstances, examples where a fee waiver may be appropriate include:
• where CCHD or PWG staff apply for an AHIP to undertake genuine Aboriginal heritage conservation works (that is, where activities are not covered by a s.87A(a) exemption)
• where an Aboriginal community group applies to undertake Aboriginal heritage conservation works on their Country.

An example where a fee waiver may not be appropriate includes where non-Aboriginal community groups or individuals apply for an AHIP to undertake Aboriginal heritage conservation works without the clear support of the relevant Aboriginal community.
In general, OEH requires applicants to provide written justification of why their AHIP application fees should be waived. However, the recommending officer may suggest waiving a fee even if it has not been requested (by recommending refund of the fee).
Reasons for waiving the fee should be recorded on the file.

Has development consent been obtained?
Where the proposal requires development consent (Part 4 of the EP&A Act) or approval of an activity (Part 5, EP&A Act), the recommending officer will check that this has been obtained (see Part II, section 3 of the application form). A copy of the development consent or activity approval (for example a review of environmental factors [REF] determination) should be submitted along with the application. This may assist the recommending officer to:
• make sure that the correct application fee has been paid (as they will have a better idea of the scale of the development)
• understand the exact nature of the likely harm to Aboriginal objects and places proposed by the development, placing them in a stronger position to evaluate the application.

AHIP applications may be accepted before development consent or activity approval has been obtained, but they will not, as a general rule, be issued. This is because it may not be an appropriate use of OEH resources to determine an AHIP for an uncertain proposal, such as where:
• the parameters of the development may change (e.g. the development footprint) requiring OEH to vary the AHIP or issue a new AHIP
• the issue of development consent is not guaranteed.

OEH is able to use a Notice to supply further information (Section 3.3.6) to require the applicant to provide proof of development consent before an AHIP application is determined.

---
\(^{18}\) Retained revenue account – rendering of services – General Ledger Code 8256: Fees – Consents (NPW Act)
Where there are reasons why an AHIP should be issued before development consent or activity approval, these should be noted in the AHIP determination report (Section 3.4.1).

**Exceptions to obtaining development consent**

Where an AHIP application relates to a proposal for test excavation (meaning it is unable to be carried out in accordance with the *Code of Practice for the Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW*), the application can still be considered, even if development consent has not been obtained.

Some proposals will fall under the Integrated Development Approval (IDA) system. OEH will issue ‘general terms of approval’ (GTA) to be included in the development consent, which will identify any Aboriginal cultural heritage matters, in anticipation of the need for a future AHIP. In these circumstances OEH is unable to later refuse to issue an AHIP for that development. In addition, the AHIP conditions cannot be inconsistent with the conditions of the development consent.

Where an on-park proposal is subject to a REF assessment process by OEH, this can occur concurrently with consideration of the AHIP application. This is necessary to ensure the early identification of issues arising in one process that may affect other processes, such as any recommended conditions of determination that may conflict. Refer to Section 8.2 of OEH’s *Determination Guidelines for the Review of Environmental Factors* (available on EHub only).

Finally, where an environmental impact assessment (EIA)\(^\text{19}\) has been prepared as an adjunct to a proposed AHIP, OEH should consider the application. Where the EIA is not included with the application, OEH will request a copy of it. The Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment report will often be included as part of an EIA.

**Does the AHIP relate to works on the OEH estate or an aquatic reserve?**

Where the application relates to land reserved, managed or acquired under the NPW Act or the *Fisheries Management Act 1994*, the recommending officer checks the following issues:

**Does the reserve manager support the application (if relevant)?**

Where the application relates to land reserved, managed or acquired under the NPW Act or an aquatic reserve under the Fisheries Management Act, evidence of support by the relevant NPWS Regional Manager or Manager Aquatic Protected Areas Unit must be provided with the application (see Part II, section 4 of the application form).

An application may be accepted, but as a general rule an AHIP should not be issued before evidence of this support has been obtained. The recommending officer can use a Notice to supply further information (Section 3.3.6) to obtain this evidence of support.

**Is a park joint-management agreement in place?**

A list of current joint-managed parks is available on the OEH website.

OEH enters into a range of legal agreements about the joint management of parks with Aboriginal people.\(^\text{20}\) These agreements usually establish a board or committee that OEH is required to consult, involve or seek advice from when making certain decisions. A board of management established under Part 4A of the NPW Act is the park authority.

An AHIP should not be issued until any requirement to consult with, or obtain the agreement of, the relevant board or committee has been satisfied.

In some cases there may be a potential legal problem with OEH’s decision if it does not fully comply with a legal agreement with a board or a committee. Recommending officers need to be aware of the specific conditions of these agreements and ensure that their decisions are made in accordance with applicable conditions of any agreement.

---

19 Environmental impact assessment: for example, an environmental impact statement (EIS), review of environmental factors (REF), statement of environmental effects (SEE), etc.

20 Also known as ‘co-management’, although ‘joint management’ is the current (and correct) term: see an explanation on the OEH website.
Guide to Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit Processes and Decision-making

For more information, refer to Legal Eye 2009/08: How do co-management agreements affect projects and decisions made across DECC? (available on EHub only) or contact the Aboriginal Co-management Unit in Parks and Wildlife Group.

Is the AHIP necessary or required?

It may become apparent at the preliminary review stage that an AHIP is not necessary and there are no grounds on which an AHIP defence is required. Examples where an AHIP may be unnecessary include:

- where there will be no actual or likely harm to Aboriginal objects or places – for example in an area identified by the Aboriginal community as culturally significant but where there is no evidence of Aboriginal objects, other mechanisms, such as a conservation agreement or applying for the site to be recognised as an Aboriginal place, can be used to conserve the area identified.
- where the applicant exercised due diligence to determine whether the activity would harm an Aboriginal object and reasonably determined that no Aboriginal object would be harmed.
- where the AHIP application is a proposal for test excavation that could be done under the Code of Practice for the Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW.

3.3.3 Outcome of preliminary review

Is the AHIP application complete?

If the AHIP application cannot be accepted because it is not a proper or complete application – ‘substantially incomplete’ – the recommending officer rejects it: Section 3.3.4.

If the preliminary review concludes that the application is complete, the recommending officer follows the process outlined at Section 3.3.5.

Is an AHIP required?

If an AHIP is not necessary, OEH should reject the application on the grounds that it is not required or ask the applicant to withdraw their application (Section 3.3.4).

3.3.4 Rejection or withdrawal of an AHIP application

If after the preliminary review of the AHIP application, the application is substantially incomplete or an AHIP is not necessary, the decision-maker communicates this to the applicant (rather than requesting further information or refusing the application, which is a statutory process, where a complete application for an AHIP refused by OEH – see section 3.4.2 below).

Reject the application

The decision-maker should always use their discretion about whether to reject an AHIP application upfront or not. The recommending officer or decision-maker should consider contacting the applicant to discuss possible rejection of the application in the first instance.

If the decision-maker decides to reject the application, they must advise the applicant in writing (keeping a copy on file) and return any fee paid. There is no template for this: an email or letter sent by the decision-maker would be acceptable.

By rejecting the application, they are declaring that it does not qualify as an application. Essentially, they are not making a decision and therefore do not have to prepare a determination report.

They will also need to notify the financial officer in their region, so they can organise reimbursement of the application fee to the applicant.

Applications will need to be re-submitted addressing any of the issues identified, together with the fee, before they can be reconsidered.

---

21 Note ‘rejecting’ an AHIP application is different from ‘refusing’ to issue an AHIP under s.90C NPW Act which occurs after consideration of a complete application.
Request a withdrawal of application

Where an AHIP is considered unnecessary, it may be appropriate to recommend (in writing and signed by the decision-maker) that the applicant withdraw the application. The applicant should be advised to provide written confirmation that they are withdrawing their application. A copy of this correspondence should be kept on file so that there is a clear record that the application did not proceed.

The financial officer in the region will also need to be notified so they can organise for a reimbursement of the application fee.

3.3.5 Accepting the application

OEH has 60 days to make a decision

If OEH does not determine an AHIP application within 60 days it is ‘deemed to be refused’ for the purposes of merit appeal (s.90L) (Section 2.6.2). The 60 days should be calculated from the date the ‘complete’ application is received by the EPRG office. This may be later than the date the initial application is received, if the application is not complete: see Section 3.3.2.

Issuing a Notice to supply further information formally pauses the 60-day deemed refusal period, until the information requested has been provided to OEH (Section 3.3.6).

OEH can still continue to process the application after 60 days and grant or refuse the AHIP application.

Figure 1 is an example timeline for processing an AHIP application, showing a scenario where additional information is sought from the applicant, stopping the 60-day clock and then allowing it to start again. It also depicts the 21-day appeal period, which begins at the 60-day mark or before this if the decision to grant or refuse the application has been made in less than 60 days.

![Figure 1: Timeline for processing AHIP application, including a request for further information under s.90F](image-url)
Send a receipt of AHIP application

The recommending officer prepares a receipt of AHIP application in ISEMS for sign-off by the decision-maker. A Notice to supply further information can be attached to this receipt if required (Section 3.3.6). The decision-maker will need to authorise both notices. See also Appendix A: Hints and tips for completing ISEMS notices.

Place details of the application on the public register

Once the receipt has been authorised and served, the recommending officer records the application on the public register (Section 2.5). They will need to complete Part A of the web-form and all the information required to complete this section is on the AHIP application form (in a section specifically for public register purposes).

Enter the application into AHIMS

Next, the recommending officer records the application in AHIMS. When doing this, they will notice that the ‘permit type’ categories do not perfectly align with the ‘actions’ that can be selected on the AHIP application form (see Part II of the form) and AHIMS does not allow for the selection of multiple permit types. Discretion is required in selecting the most applicable permit type in AHIMS and the ‘comments’ tab may be used to explain what the application is for.

For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.

3.3.6 Requesting further information

If further information is required which is considered necessary and relevant to the application, the recommending officer can also prepare a Notice to supply further information in ISEMS for sign-off by the decision-maker (template available for reference on EHub). This request must clearly specify the information required, including a due date. The amount of time allowed will depend on the work involved in providing this information and can be negotiated with the applicant before the notice is sent.

It is important to use the notice, as opposed to requesting information via less formal means, because:

- the NPW Act requires the decision-maker to request further information by notice in writing (s.90F, NPW Act)
- by issuing the notice, OEH is formally ‘freezing’ the 60-day deemed refusal period for the purposes of merit appeal (Section 2.6.2) until the applicant provides the information\(^\text{22}\)
- the notice acts as a formal record of the request and, if relevant, can be referred to in the event that the application is refused (Section 3.4.2).

Depending on the circumstances, there may be grounds for recommending the refusal of the application if the additional requested information is not received within a reasonable time after further follow-up (such as after a Notice of intention to refuse has been sent – Section 3.4.2).

The Notice to supply further information can be issued at any stage of the determination process and there is no limit on the number of times these notices can be issued. However, where it becomes necessary to issue notice after notice due to repeated submission of inadequate information, refusal of the application should be a consideration.

The notice can also be issued in relation to applications for AHIP variations, transfers and surrenders.

\(^{22}\) Note that the recommending officer is responsible for keeping track of the 60-day deemed refusal period, including any stopping or starting of the clock when further information is requested as there is no central system for this.
3.4 Determining an AHIP application and notification requirements

When determining AHIPs, both recommending officers and decision-makers should be mindful of the legal principles to be followed (Section 2.2) and OEH notification requirements. In making a decision about an AHIP, the decision-maker must consider the matters set out in s.90K of the NPW Act and no others.

3.4.1 Preparing an AHIP determination report

Once an AHIP application is accepted, the recommending officer can commence preparing Parts 1–3 of the determination report in ISEMS, including recommending whether the decision-maker should issue or refuse an AHIP. The decision-maker documents their decision in Part 4 of the determination report.

Section 2.4 has detailed information about completing determination reports, including advice about considering the s.90K ‘factors to be considered’.

3.4.2 Refusing an AHIP application

If refusal of an AHIP application is recommended, the grounds for this need to be clearly documented in the determination report. Where the decision-maker agrees with this, the applicant must first be notified of the intention to refuse to allow them a reasonable opportunity to make submissions on the impending decision (s.90(c), NPW Act). OEH refusal can only occur after it has considered these submissions.

Details of the refusal must be placed on the public register and the AHIMS permit record also updated.

Grounds for refusal

The circumstances in which OEH refuses an AHIP should always be determined case-by-case and will depend on the outcome of the decision-making process. Examples of grounds for refusal include:

Desecration

As a matter of policy, OEH will not issue an AHIP that will desecrate an Aboriginal object or declared Aboriginal place.

Serious heritage conservation or protection issues

The recommendation to refuse an AHIP application may be based on heritage conservation or protection grounds. Policy 30 of EPRG’s Operational Policy: Protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage states:

*We will refuse to issue AHIPs where there are serious heritage conservation or protection issues, that is, where there is potential for unacceptable harm to significant Aboriginal objects or places. Where an outright refusal of an AHIP is not appropriate, we will limit the harm through the conditions of the AHIP.*

Examples of situations where AHIPs may be refused (or limited), because of serious heritage conservation or protection concerns include:

- where the project design is unsympathetic to the Aboriginal cultural heritage values of Aboriginal objects or places and will extensively harm them
- where harm from an AHIP could be avoided by adopting other reasonable and practical measures
- where the loss of an Aboriginal object would irreversibly diminish the ability of Aboriginal communities to exercise cultural practices within a region or have an irreversible impact on cultural identity
• where an identified Aboriginal object is –
  known to be of national, state or regional significance
  of a type that is rare or cannot be readily accessed in the wider region
  of a type known to be poorly conserved in the reserve system
• where proposed works associated with an AHIP are inconsistent with the reasons for declaring
  an Aboriginal place.

Unnecessary AHIPs
Where AHIPs are not needed, the application should be refused. However, it is preferable (from an
administrative perspective) for OEH to ask the applicant to withdraw the application in these cases.
Examples of situations where AHIPs may be refused because they are not necessary include:
• where there will be no harm to any Aboriginal object or declared Aboriginal place
• where the mitigation measures proposed will avoid harm to any Aboriginal object or declared
  Aboriginal place
• where the applicant has exercised due diligence and reasonably determined that their activity
  would not harm an Aboriginal object.

It is preferable to identify whether an AHIP is necessary when the recommending officer conducts
their preliminary review of the application: Section 3.3.2.

Requested information not supplied
Although it would always depend on the circumstances, applications should be refused where:
• additional information requested through a Notice to supply further information has not been
  provided within the time frame specified (Section 3.3.6)23
• the applicant did not respond to further follow-up, such as where a Notice of intention to refuse
  was sent and no submissions were made.

On-park AHIP applications inconsistent with a park joint-management agreement
A list of current joint-managed parks is available on the OEH website.

OEH enters into a range of legal agreements about the joint management of parks with Aboriginal
people. These agreements usually establish a board or committee that OEH is required to consult,
involve or seek advice from when making certain decisions. A board of management established
under Part 4A of the NPW Act is the park authority.

An AHIP should not be issued until any requirement to consult with, or obtain the agreement of, the
relevant board or committee has been satisfied.

In some cases there may be a potential legal problem with OEH’s decision if it does not fully
comply with a legal agreement with a board or a committee. Recommending officers need to be
aware of the specific conditions of these agreements and ensure that their decisions are made in
accordance with applicable conditions of any agreement.

Where the application is inconsistent with the joint-management agreement, the AHIP should be
refused or renegotiated.

For more information, refer to Aboriginal joint management of parks on the OEH website, Legal Eye
2009/08: How do co-management agreements affect projects and decisions made across DECC?
(available on EHub only) or contact the Aboriginal Co-management Unit in Parks and Wildlife
Group.

23 However, where OEH obtains the requested information through some other means (such as locating the requested
report through its own efforts), there is no obligation to refuse the application. If this is the case, it should be documented
in the determination report.
Notice of intention to refuse
Where a decision-maker intends to refuse an AHIP application, they must notify the applicant, specify why refusal is proposed and provide them with a reasonable opportunity to make submissions before a final decision is made (s.90C(3), NPW Act).

Using the template in ISEMS, the recommending officer drafts a *Notice of intention to refuse* giving the reasons for refusal as specified in the AHIP determination report, together with a time frame for the applicant to respond. A period of 14 days is recommended, although keeping in mind the need to give the applicant a reasonable opportunity to make submissions, this should be flexible. This notice must be considered by the decision-maker along with the determination report.

Following authorisation of the notice by the decision-maker in ISEMS, the recommending officer sends it to the applicant (Section 3.3.4) and also ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notice in ISEMS.

Any submissions received in response to this notice must be listed in Part 1 of the AHIP determination report and considered and evaluated in Part 2 (Section 2.4).

If the recommendation changes as a result of the applicant’s submissions, the recommending officer discusses this with the decision-maker and starts to prepare an AHIP (Section 3.4.3).

Notice of refusal
If, after further input from the applicant, the recommendation is still to refuse the AHIP, the recommending officer prepares a *Notice of refusal* in ISEMS for the decision-maker to consider, along with the determination report.

The reasons for the decision should include those listed in the *Notice of intention to refuse* and any additional reasons or justification based on the applicant’s submission in relation to that notice (if provided).

At this point, the decision-maker completes Part 4 of the determination report and authorises both the report and the *Notice of refusal* in ISEMS.

Following this, the recommending officer serves the *Notice of refusal* on the applicant (Section 3.4.4) and ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notice in ISEMS.

Place details of refusal on the public register
The recommending officer should place the details of the refusal on the public register (Section 2.5) as soon as practicable after the *Notice of refusal* is issued. To complete the web-form for a refusal, they need to:

1. Under ‘Type of AHIP matter’, choose ‘AHIP refused’
2. Under Part B:
   - insert the applicant’s name under ‘AHIP holder’
   - insert details of the application by completing the ‘Development/project name’, ‘Location’, ‘Local government area’ and ‘OEH office’ fields
   - insert the ‘Notice number’ from the *Notice of refusal*.

It is not necessary to provide the reasons for the refusal on the public register.

Update AHIMS record
The last step is for the recommending officer to update the permit record in AHIMS. They will need to keep the permit status as ‘pending’ as AHIMS does not accommodate the status of ‘refused’. However, they can use the ‘comments’ tab to record the refusal, the ISEMS *Notice of refusal* number and the date it was issued.

For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.
3.4.3 Granting an AHIP application

Where the granting of an AHIP application is recommended, the recommending officer should commence drafting the AHIP itself. They may seek comment on the draft AHIP if the decision-maker agrees that it is appropriate.

Details of the AHIP must be placed on the public register and the AHIMS permit record updated.

Preparing a draft AHIP

The recommending officer prepares a draft AHIP by using the AHIP template available in ISEMS. Section 4 of this guide provides detailed advice about drafting AHIPs.

Seeking comment on a draft AHIP

The NPW Act does not require comment on a draft AHIP to be sought from the applicant or any other affected parties, such as registered Aboriginal parties (RAPs) before it is issued. It is OEH policy to consult on draft AHIPs only under exceptional circumstances, as discussed below.

For example, it may be appropriate to consult an applicant on a draft AHIP about the wording of a proposed site-specific AHIP condition to ensure that the condition is practical and expressed in a way that is clear to both OEH and the proposed AHIP holder. The appropriateness of seeking comment on a draft AHIP is to be decided on a case-by-case basis. Where OEH decides to seek comment from the applicant, it may also be appropriate to seek comment from the RAPs too.

The decision-maker should be aware of and endorse a proposal to seek comment on a draft AHIP. Where comment is sought from an applicant on a minor issue, it may not be considered necessary to consult with the RAPs. However when advice is being sought on more substantive issues, the RAPs should also have an opportunity to comment. Where it is unclear about whether or not to seek their input, Legal Services Branch may be able to offer advice. In the event that conflicting feedback is received from the RAPs and the AHIP applicant or holder, recommending officers will need to use their discretion to reach an appropriate decision.

There may be instances when it is considered more practical to seek comment on specific draft conditions, rather than all of a draft AHIP. The above policy on seeking comment also applies when providing a whole draft AHIP for comment.

If it is decided to seek comments, the letter or email accompanying a draft AHIP should specify an appropriate time frame for comments to be received: 14 days is recommended (unless there is a reason for increasing or decreasing this period). If no comments are received by the due date (unless a request for an extension has been made and agreed to), it is appropriate to proceed with the application.

Record any submissions received in response to the draft AHIP in the determination report.

Notice of issue

The recommending officer also needs to draft a Notice of issue of AHIP in ISEMS for the decision-maker’s consideration along with the draft AHIP and its determination report.

At this point, the decision-maker completes the determination report (Part 4) and authorises the determination report, Notice of issue and AHIP in ISEMS.

Following this, the recommending officer serves the Notice of issue and AHIP on the applicant (Section 3.4.4) and ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notices in ISEMS.

Place details of AHIP on the public register

The recommending officer should place the details of the AHIP on the public register (Section 2.5) as soon as practicable after the AHIP is issued by completing Part B of the web-form. All required information can be found on the cover page of the AHIP and this must be entered exactly as it appears.
**Update AHIMS record**

The last step is for the recommending officer to update the permit record in AHIMS. They need to enter the ‘issued date’ and this will change the permit status to ‘issued’. They can also use the ‘comments’ tab to record pertinent details of the AHIP that the permit tab does not accommodate, such as the ‘actions’ authorised by the AHIP.

For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.

**3.4.4 Serving AHIPs and notices**

AHIPs and notices can be served in the following ways, depending on whether they are to an individual or a company, to ensure proof of service:

1. Where the AHIP applicant or holder is an individual who does not have an ABN, the AHIP or notice must be served by:
   - personal delivery to the individual, or
   - registered post to the applicant’s address as stated in the application or on the AHIP.

2. Where the AHIP applicant or holder is a company or an individual with an ABN (Australian Business Number), the AHIP or notice must be served by:
   - personal delivery to the company’s registered business address, or
   - registered post to the company’s registered business address, as stated in the application or on the AHIP.

It is important that the AHIP or notice is served only to the registered business address as it appears on ASICS for companies or those individuals with an ABN (as provided on the AHIP application form and/or via an ASIC search.) Where serving a notice in relation to a very old AHIP, confirm that the registered business address is still current. The best way to do this is to phone or email the AHIP holder and ask for it. Otherwise perform a (free) basic company search on the Australian Securities and Investments Commission’s website ([www.asic.gov.au](http://www.asic.gov.au)) or use an information broker (for a small fee but generally able to be done quickly – list of brokers available on the ASIC website).

It is important to mail AHIPs and notices by registered post to ensure that the AHIP applicant has received the document and provide OEH with a record of receipt in the event that it is challenged in court. The Australia Post receipt must be placed securely in the appropriate file in case it is required in the future.

Note that the NPW Act also allows AHIPs and notices to be served electronically. However, at this time EPRG does not have a procedure or a system to support the electronic service of documents. Where there is a reason to serve a notice or AHIP electronically, seek assistance and guidance from the ISEMS Help Desk and Legal Services Branch.

For further information on serving instruments, refer to **Legal Eye 2004/08: Service of notices, licences and other statutory instruments only by registered post** (available on EHub only).
4. Drafting AHIPs using the template

In the vast majority of situations, recommending officers will draft AHIPs using the AHIP template for harm to Aboriginal objects, available in ISEMS. The AHIP template is a *starting point only* for recommending officers. They will need to consider the circumstances of each case to determine whether the conditions in the template are applicable.

The benefit of using the template is that the structure and conditions have been approved by Legal Services Branch and represent EPRG’s standard approach for drafting AHIPs. While the template can be applied to the majority of situations, there will be the occasional unusual or unexpected case where the template will need to be modified. This might involve modifying or removing mandatory conditions, or restructuring or adding new schedules and should only be done with legal advice and approval (Section 6.3).

Note that currently the AHIP template only covers harm to Aboriginal objects: a template for harm to declared Aboriginal places is being considered.

The AHIP template has been designed to step users through the drafting process with detailed drafting notes and a range of editable fields.

The main **features of the AHIP template** are:

- **flexible structure and conditions** where a wide range of actions that may cause harm are allowed for, with conditions grouped around these types of actions in the order that they might typically occur
- **detailed drafting notes** to guide the user through the drafting process
- provision for **mandatory, standard, optional and site-specific conditions** (Section 4.2), allowing for irrelevant conditions to be easily removed
- **schedules for details of specific areas and Aboriginal objects**, allowing for accurate and consistent recording of areas and sites with a clear link between the conditions and the schedules
- **collation of all restricted AHIMS site information in Appendix A** of the template to avoid unintentional release of this information to the public (see also Section 5.1).

Further information on the use of the templates:
- Appendix A: Hints and tips on completing ISEMS notices
- *[Legal Eye 2005/05: Drafting enforceable legal instruments](#)* (available on EHub only).

### 4.1 Template structure

The AHIP template is structured as follows:

**Cover page**
- details of the AHIP holder
- details of the relevant OEH office
- additional details for the public register (Section 3.4.3)

**Inside cover: ‘AHIP to harm Aboriginal objects’** – a legal prelude that states:
- relevant background information
- that the AHIP is issued subject to conditions
- the commencement date and duration
- what the proposed works are

---

24 The proposed development works or activity, such as subdivision of land and construction of infrastructure: links to Schedule C.
Land to which this AHIP applies: Description of the land by lot and DP or by another appropriate reference

Conditions – These are grouped in the template according to function, as follows:

- **Administrative conditions**: deals with general accountability/responsibility issues.
- **Operational conditions**: deals with what can and cannot be done under the AHIP. They have strong links to the Schedules where the details of specific Aboriginal objects are documented. The majority of AHIP template conditions are operational conditions.
- **Notification and reporting conditions**: specify various requirements for notifying and reporting to OEH and the RAPs.
- **General conditions**: deals with legal issues of indemnity and release and also specify how written notice is to be provided to OEH.

**Schedules** (schedule headings should not be removed or re-numbered):

- **Schedule A**: Aboriginal objects which must not be harmed, including human remains (A1), specific Aboriginal objects (A2) and specific ‘no-harm areas’ (A3)
- **Schedule B**: Aboriginal objects that may be harmed through certain actions, including by movement only (B1), archaeological excavations (B2), community collection (B3) or other (B4)
- **Schedule C**: Aboriginal objects which may be harmed through the proposed works, including specific Aboriginal objects (C1) and specific areas (C1)

**Dictionary**: Explains the terms used in the AHIP

**Information about this AHIP**: General information about a range of matters including the public register, appeals, penalties, etc.

**Appendix A: Restricted AHIMS sites**

Any AHIMS sites with information access restrictions (as specified on the AHIMS site recording form) are included here rather than the main body of the AHIP along with maps showing their location (Section 4.2.6).

### 4.2 Completing the template

#### 4.2.1 Identifying the correct AHIP holder

When creating an AHIP document in ISEMS, the first thing is to specify the ‘accountable party’ for the AHIP (the AHIP holder) who must be a legal entity and have overall responsibility for the project.

**AHIP holders must be legal entities**

Individuals, companies and bodies corporate are legal entities. This includes individual landowners, local councils, statutory authorities, state-owned corporations and some entities associated with government departments (such as Ministerial Corporations created by an Act).

Business names, partnerships, joint ventures and non-statutory trusts are not legal entities. The AHIP application form and Applying for an AHIP: Guide for applicants provide information for applicants about legal entities and who the ‘applicant’ should be for any given application.

For more information about legal entities, refer to Legal Eye 2003/03: Licences and notices may only be issued to a legal entity. Contracts may only be signed by a legal entity. Who or what is that? (available on EHube only).

**Example**

OEH is not a legal entity. It is part of a body politic known as the State of New South Wales established under the Constitution. Accordingly, a legal instrument issued to OEH would be issued in the name of ‘the State of New South Wales (Office of Environment and Heritage)’ and not in the name of the office, the Chief Executive or an OEH employee.
**AHIP holders must have overall responsibility for a project**

EPRG’s policy is to issue an AHIP to the legal entity with overall responsibility for a project that will harm Aboriginal objects or places. Where the harm is connected to a proposed development, the appropriate legal entity would usually be the development company. If the AHIP is being issued in relation to research only, it should be issued to the legal entity carrying out the research (such as a university).

There may be circumstances where responsibility for the development or conservation works, research or other activity is shared equally between two or more legal entities. Where this is the case, the AHIP should be issued to all legal entities so that they can be held equally liable.

In most cases, it is not appropriate to issue an AHIP to an individual archaeologist or the company that employs that archaeologist. This is because these individuals and companies are consultants engaged by a developer, and it is more appropriate that the developer, who issues instructions to them, is responsible for the actions of their consultants.

The consultant archaeologist may, however, be listed as the ‘project manager’ on the application form. The role of the project manager is to oversee, for and on behalf of the AHIP holder, the actions relating to the AHIP. There is also an AHIP condition that specifically relates to ‘project managers’ (under ‘administrative conditions’).

**AHIP holders must not be employees of a company**

AHIPs should be issued to an employer rather than an employee, as the legal concept of ‘vicarious liability’ will make an employer liable for the acts of an employee which occur in the usual course of employment (but not situations where an employee is acting outside their employment).

As a matter of policy, individual employees should not be exposed to criminal liability for actions undertaken on behalf of their employer in the usual course of their employment, unless exceptional circumstances apply. Accordingly, AHIPs should not be issued to individual employees (including OEH staff).

See also *Legal Eye 2001/11: Environmental incidents involving corporations and the concept of vicarious liability* (available on EHub only), which further explains the concept of vicarious liability.

**AHIP holders who are companies**

Where an AHIP is issued to a company, include the Australian Company Number (ACN) or Australian Business Number (ABN) after the company’s name. Be aware that ABNs can be held by bodies that are not legal entities (such as business names). It may also be necessary to include the registered business address for the company (see Section 3.4.4 for more information on the service of documents). To ensure the correct name and registered business address are used, an ASICS search is necessary. Copy the information from the ASCIS search exactly as it appears.

It is not possible to create an accountable party in ISEMS without an ABN number. If a legal entity exists but does not have an ABN, then an accountable party can be created for you by the Regulatory Compliance Support Unit via email to poeo.licensing@environment.nsw.gov.au. For more information, see Appendix A.

**AHIP holders who are individuals**

In some cases an AHIP holder will be an individual, such as an individual landowner doing works on their property (e.g. constructing a dwelling) that requires an AHIP.

The person’s full name (not their initials) must be used to avoid confusion. The name should be recorded in ISEMS as follows (including punctuation):

    family name; given name(s)

If the legal instrument needs to be enforced at some later stage, there must be no confusion about who is responsible for compliance: the more specific, the better. Even a small spelling mistake in the name may erode the enforceability of the document. For more information, see Appendix A.
4.2.2 Nominating an appropriate duration for an AHIP

The recommending officer must nominate an appropriate duration for an AHIP (see the inside front cover of the AHIP template: ‘Item C. Commencement and duration of AHIP’ under ‘AHIP to harm Aboriginal objects’).

The duration will depend on what actions are being authorised by the AHIP (2–10 years is typical). The applicant’s Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment report should indicate the proposed term of the AHIP. Nomination of a different time frame must be justified in the AHIP determination report (Section 3.4.1).

Ensure that the time period nominated is long enough for the completion of a development (particularly staged developments such as subdivisions) to avoid the need for a variation to extend the duration of the AHIP.

4.2.3 Identifying proposed works

Where an application is in relation to a proposed development, activity or other works, these must be specified in the AHIP (see the inside front cover of the AHIP template: ‘Item D. Proposed works’ under ‘AHIP to harm Aboriginal objects’).

This should be a very brief description of what the works are: for example – ‘Subdivision of land and construction of infrastructure’. Reference should also be made to the relevant development or project approval, if applicable.

It is important to identify the proposed works as there will be specific conditions and schedules in an AHIP that relate back to this description: for example, a condition that specifies that Aboriginal objects cannot be harmed through the proposed works unless all necessary archaeological excavations have been completed.

Sometimes it will not be relevant to specify what the proposed works are: for example, where an AHIP is being issued to enable academic research involving archaeological excavation that is not connected to any development proposal. In this case, harm is only being authorised through archaeological excavation. Include the text ‘Not applicable/research’ under the ‘D. Proposed works’ heading. Also remove standard conditions relating to ‘Harm to certain Aboriginal objects through the proposed works’ and write ‘Not applicable’ under Schedule C.

4.2.4 Identifying the land to which an AHIP applies

A clear, detailed description of the land covered by the AHIP should be entered under the heading ‘Land to which this AHIP applies’.

Land can be defined by noting its exact description, preferably by lot and deposited plan (DP) number, although the AHIP template provides some examples of alternative ways that it can be described.

A map should be referred to and included as an appendix to the AHIP in most situations. It is not good practice to refer to a map that is held on a file, was submitted with the application, or is otherwise not attached to the AHIP. Section 4.2.7 has guidance about inserting maps in AHIPs.

4.2.5 Using template conditions and schedules

The administrative, notification/reporting and general conditions in the AHIP template are fairly standard and, by following the drafting notes in the template, completing them is straightforward. The operational conditions will vary most from AHIP to AHIP and recommending officers will spend most of their time editing and drafting these. There are different types of conditions according to their use, as follows.

- **Mandatory conditions:** As their name suggests, these **must be used on all AHIPs** that are drafted using the template. They can be modified only to the extent indicated in the drafting notes. The majority of AHIP template conditions are mandatory and they are not able to be edited.
• **Standard conditions**: These non-mandatory conditions must be used on AHIPs if they are applicable to the actions being authorised by the AHIP. If used, they can be modified only to the extent indicated in the drafting notes.

• **Optional conditions**: These non-mandatory conditions may be used if they are applicable to the actions being authorised by an AHIP. The drafter has discretion about whether to include the conditions. If used, they can be modified only to the extent indicated in the drafting notes.

• **Site-specific conditions**: These non-mandatory conditions may be drafted on a case-by-case basis to cover unique circumstances that are relevant to an AHIP. The template indicates where a site-specific condition may be appropriate, but they may be inserted anywhere in an AHIP, as required. Section 4.2.8 has more information about drafting site-specific conditions.

The operational conditions link directly with the schedules at the back of an AHIP, which provide specific details about certain areas and Aboriginal objects covered by the AHIP. Each group of conditions generally relates to a specific schedule and is often easier to complete these first. Schedule headings should not be removed or renumbered because there is a lot of cross-referencing with the standard conditions in the AHIP that could become confused or incorrect. Particular schedules that are not relevant should be labelled ‘Not applicable’ under the schedule heading.

In most cases, it is unlikely that all the operational conditions in the template will need to be used. Irrelevant conditions should be deleted (such as deleting excavation conditions where these are not being authorised). It may also be necessary to add site-specific conditions (see Section 4.2.8 about drafting these).

The applicant is required to indicate what actions they want their AHIP to cover (see Part II, section 2 of the AHIP application form). The types of actions listed in the form correspond to the groups of operational conditions and schedules in the AHIP template. Of course, the recommending officer will need to ensure that the applicant has selected the correct/appropriate actions for the harm they are proposing and make a decision about what is appropriate based on their whole application, including the Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment report and any additional information provided.

**Certain Aboriginal objects must not be harmed**

These conditions are used if there are areas or specific Aboriginal objects that must not be harmed and it is important to ensure that certain measures are taken to actively protect these areas/objects during the life of an AHIP. A blanket protection for human remains is also included.

These conditions link to Schedule A.

**Certain Aboriginal objects may only be moved**

These conditions are used in limited circumstances where there is a need to authorise specific movement of specific Aboriginal objects, such as to move an object from point A to point B to remove it from the path of the proposed works.

These conditions link to Schedule B1.

**Excavations**

These conditions are used to specify how archaeological excavations will be carried out, that is, in accordance with the applicant’s methodology or as modified by an AHIP. This will usually be a salvage excavation25, as test excavations26 are typically conducted under the [Code of Practice for the Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW](http://www.aboriginalheritage.nsw.gov.au/). These conditions link to Schedule B2.

---

25 ‘Salvage excavation’: see Glossary
26 ‘Test excavation’: see Glossary
**Community collection**

These conditions are used to require the AHIP holder to provide the RAPs with an opportunity to collect certain Aboriginal objects.

These conditions link to Schedule B3.

**Other action**

Site-specific conditions can be included to cover ‘other’ types of actions that will harm Aboriginal objects that do not fit the definition of any of the actions above.

Examples might be conservation works not covered by an exemption under s.87A(a) or the analysis of a particular Aboriginal object in a laboratory that is not connected to an excavation.

These conditions link to Schedule B4.

**Harm to certain Aboriginal objects through the proposed works**

These conditions are used if an AHIP will allow harm to Aboriginal objects as a direct result of the actual development works (the ‘proposed works’). These conditions specify that harm as a result of the proposed works cannot commence until all other specified actions (such as salvage excavation) have been completed.

These conditions link to Schedule C.

**Temporary storage, long-term management and access routes**

The remaining operational conditions in the template relate to temporary storage of Aboriginal objects, long-term management of Aboriginal objects, and access routes. These conditions can be used as needed.

4.2.6 Managing restricted AHIMS information

When completing the AHIMS site tables within the AHIP schedules, recommending officers will notice that they are asked to indicate whether the particular AHIMS site has an ‘information access restriction’ for cultural reasons. This can be determined by referring to the AHIMS site recording form (site card). Most AHIMS sites do not have any restrictions.

Site restrictions are indicated in this table (as advised by the drafting notes) with all the locational details included in the dedicated Appendix A: Restricted AHIMS Sites.

Any maps that show the location of restricted AHIMS sites should also be included in the appendix. Where an AHIP contains no restricted sites, Appendix A may be removed from the final AHIP. Where there are restricted sites and a member of the public requests a copy of the AHIP, the appendix can be easily removed (Section 5.1).

4.2.7 Inserting maps into AHIPs

Maps inserted into an AHIP should generally:

- be clear
- be at an appropriate resolution
- be reproducible (able to be photocopied easily without needing to use too much colour)
- include a north arrow and a scale
- include the date and source of any imagery or vector data
- include the OEH logo (if it is an OEH-generated map)
- include the general disclaimer below.

---

27 ‘Community collection’: see Glossary
Disclaimer
This map has been compiled from various sources and the publisher and/or contributors accept no responsibility for any injury, loss or damage arising from its use, or errors, or omissions therein. Positional variations of some features within the map may occur due to differences between the sources of the information; this includes scale, date and method of collection.

All maps should be inserted into a new appendix at the end of the AHIP and referred to in the body of the AHIP (as indicated in the template). There are instructions within the template about how to insert a new appendix into the AHIP (see table of contents page).

Any maps that show the location of restricted AHIMS sites must be included as part of Appendix A to ensure that they are not inappropriately released to the public.

**Be mindful of file size**
When inserting maps into the template, recommending officers should remember that the size of Word documents generated in ISEMS should be no more than a maximum of 2 MB in size, unless absolutely necessary.

It is recommended that map images are saved in JPEG format if possible. These files can also be compressed to reduce their size: refer to ISEMS guidance – Compressing pictures in MS Word (available on EHub only).

Where the file size of a map is excessive and cannot be compressed, it may need to be saved outside of ISEMS and physically attached to the final AHIP sent to the AHIP holder. A physical copy should also be kept for the file. A note on the AHIP in ISEMS should indicate that the map was attached to the hard copy document.

For further assistance, contact the ISEMS Help Desk.

**Other tips on inserting images**
When using pasted images in a Word document, the image can be clumsy to use when applying text information around it (for example, the image can jump around or refuse to move).

It is possible to format the image so that it is easier to move around by ‘dragging’ around the page, which can be useful when there is a need to have text above and below the image.

1. Right-click on the image
2. Select ‘format picture’
3. Select ‘layout’
4. Select ‘in line with text’
5. Select ‘OK’
6. It should now be possible to ‘drag’ the image wherever it is required.

To include a border around the image:

1. Right-click on the image
2. Select ‘format picture’
3. Select ‘lines’
4. Use black 0.75 for consistency (recommended)

**4.2.8 Drafting site-specific conditions**
Recommending officers must ensure that a decision-maker is aware of any site-specific conditions, before the AHIP is issued. This must be done by documenting the proposed conditions in the AHIP determination report, along with a brief justification for each (Section 3.4.1).
The site-specific conditions included should be reasonable and not require the AHIP holder to take any action that is impractical or beyond their control. They should be based on the principles and techniques summarised below.

For further reading on drafting conditions, see the Guide to Drafting Quality Conditions on the AELERT website by going to resources (available to AELERT members only).

**Conditions are legal requirements**

A condition is a legal requirement, an instruction detailing what an AHIP holder must do or how the conditions are to be interpreted. Failure to comply with a condition of an AHIP is an offence (s.90J, NPW Act).

Compliance with a condition must be important enough to warrant placing an AHIP holder in a position where any failure by them to comply creates an offence.

To ensure that a condition is legally enforceable, avoid using words that do not express a mandatory requirement, such as ‘should’. Instead, use more definitive words such as ‘must’.

Further, a condition cannot be imposed on a permit if compliance with the condition would result in the breach of a requirement made by the NPW Act or under it (s.90(2), NPW Act).

**Conditions should be concise**

A condition should be as short and concise as possible and contain the minimum number of elements necessary to achieve the desired outcome. A condition should relate to one issue rather than attempt to address multiple issues or contain a number of instructions, both of which can cause confusion.

**Conditions should be clear**

A condition should be specific, measurable, unambiguous and not open to interpretation. It should clearly state what is required to achieve compliance. The language used must not have the potential to lead to differing meanings or outcomes. Using headings and grouping conditions together on the same topic can help structure AHIPs in a clear way.

**Conditions should be reasonable**

A condition should be necessary, possible and reasonable for the AHIP holder to comply with.

**Example**

A condition requiring an AHIP holder to lodge a copy of ‘all field records’ with OEH could require a significant volume of material to be lodged and cause OEH difficulties in re-recording, storing and providing access to such material.

Conditions should not require an AHIP holder to prepare numerous unnecessary reports. In general EPRG policy is to require one final assessment report to be provided on completion of the works specified in the AHIP. Additional reports will be required only where they are relevant and necessary to OEH decision-making or are needed for information on AHIMS.

**Conditions should be practical**

The effort and resources necessary for an AHIP holder to comply with the requirements of the statutory instrument (and for OEH to assess compliance) should reflect the seriousness of the potential consequences of a failure to comply.

**Conditions should not be unnecessarily prescriptive**

If a condition is overly prescriptive, an AHIP holder may find it difficult to use alternative methods to achieve the same or better conservation outcomes (for example, more cost-effective methods).

---

28 The Australasian Environmental Law Enforcement and Regulators neTwork (AELERT) is a network of environmental regulatory authorities of which OEH is a member.
Where an AHIP holder uses alternative methods, they may be in a difficult position, as an assessment of compliance will only find ‘non-compliances’, regardless of what conservation outcomes are being achieved.

**Example**

Consider this AHIP condition:

‘A program of radiocarbon dating should be undertaken if suitable charcoal or other dateable material is recovered from intact excavated deposits. If suitable material is present, up to 10 radiocarbon dates should be obtained from charcoal collected during excavation or from sieve residues.’

The prescriptive nature of this condition, which requires up to 10 radiocarbon dates to be collected, may unnecessarily put the proponent in non-compliance if more than 10 dates are collected.

In addition, the use of the word ‘should’ does not express a mandatory requirement, and the condition may not be legally enforceable. Even if the condition is legally enforceable, the deeming clause in the condition relating to the availability of dateable material may cause problems in enforceability if the proponent claims that such material was not found during the excavation. In such a case, it would be difficult to prove that radiocarbon-dateable material was present during the excavation. To gather such evidence, OEH would have to be present during the excavation from start to finish, with enormous resource implications.

A less prescriptive and more enforceable version of this condition could read:

‘The age of charcoal or other dateable material recovered in-situ must be determined using radiocarbon dating methods. The number of radiocarbon analyses undertaken must be sufficient to provide accurate radiocarbon dates for the material recovered.’

**Conditions should not go beyond OEH legislative powers**

AHIP conditions should apply to the actions that are regulated under Part 6 of the NPW Act. The exception to this is when the DG is a determining authority for an activity under Part 5 of the EP&A Act. This entitles the DG to attach conditions to the AHIP that relate broadly to matters affecting the environment. However, there need to be strong public and operational policy reasons for including these broader conditions. Recommending officers must contact LSB if considering including broad environmental conditions in their AHIPs.

**Conditions should not impose an unnecessary responsibility**

Conditions should not force OEH to take on an unnecessary responsibility nor require input or agreement from, or action to be taken by, a third party to achieve compliance (such as a council, other government department or a RAP). However, obligations may be imposed on the applicant’s employees or contractors for whom the applicant may be vicariously responsible (such as a supervising archaeologist).
Case study
In a recent Land and Environment Court matter, an applicant (a traditional Elder) sought an injunction to prevent a proponent from carrying out any work in relation to an AHIP. It was alleged that the AHIP holder had not complied with two conditions of the AHIP: negotiation with the community and establishment of an Aboriginal ‘keeping place’. However, the AHIP holder claimed they could not reach an agreement with the Aboriginal community groups in time. The conditions were framed in the following terms:

- The Aboriginal keeping place must be operative within 12 months of the issuing of the AHIP.
- The form and location of the Aboriginal keeping place and a plan for its management must be negotiated with the Aboriginal community groups listed in the AHIP.

The court found that the AHIP holder had committed a ‘threatened breach’ (not an actual breach) of the AHIP by not establishing a place to store Aboriginal objects (a ‘keeping place’) within the time limit prescribed by the consent.

This case highlights the need to consider whether it is possible for an AHIP holder to achieve a proposed condition, especially if the condition requires them to be responsible for the actions of a third party.

Conditions should not restate the law
As a general rule, it should not be necessary to use a condition that requires an AHIP holder to comply with legislation administered by OEH.
5. Managing AHIPs post-approval

A range of tools is available for managing AHIPs in the post-approval stage. AHIPs can be varied, transferred and surrendered by application. OEH can also vary, suspend and revoke AHIPs directly in certain circumstances.

The procedures for these post-approval AHIP processes closely mirror the AHIP application discussed in Section 3 of this guide. There are application forms, notice templates, a public register and AHIMS steps for most processes.

EPRG officers also have a post-approval role in relation to:

- following the correct procedure for releasing copies of AHIPs and notices to members of the public (if requested)
- receiving and reviewing any final reports required by an AHIP
- responding to alleged breaches of AHIPs.

5.1 Releasing AHIPs and notices to the public

The Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA Act) replaced the Freedom of Information Act 1989 on 1 July 2010. One of the aims of the GIPA Act is to ensure that government is open, accountable, fair and effective by authorising and encouraging the proactive public release of government information by agencies. OEH needs to balance this with the need to restrict the release of culturally sensitive information.

As only 'details' of AHIPs (such as AHIP holder name, LGA, actions that will cause harm, etc.) are placed on the public register, members of the public may request a copy of the actual AHIP. However, the AHIP (as recorded on AHIMS) may contain ‘restricted information’ about Aboriginal sites for cultural heritage reasons.

As discussed in Section 4.2.6, the AHIP template has been designed to enable all restricted information about Aboriginal sites to be collated in a Restricted AHIMS sites appendix at the back of the AHIP.

Informal release of AHIPs

Where an informal request for a copy of an AHIP is made by a third party, it is OEH policy to provide the AHIP without the information contained in the Restricted AHIMS sites appendix. The procedure is:

1. EPRG office receives an informal request for a copy of an AHIP from a third party.
2. EPRG officer reviews the AHIP to see if any restricted sites are listed in the appendix:
   - if there are, the appendix is removed from the AHIP (with assistance from the ISEMS Help Desk if required)
   - if not, the whole AHIP may be provided.
3. The EPRG Branch Director must always approve the release of an AHIP.
4. If the person subsequently requests a copy of the excluded appendix, they must be advised that it is not OEH policy to release this information informally and that they should make a formal application under s.9 of the GIPA Act.

---

29 Note AHIP holders and the RAPs are always provided with full copies of AHIPs.
30 Informal requests may be verbal or written and no reason needs to be given. However asking the person to make their request in writing may assist in its processing (for example, to be clear exactly which AHIP is being sought, etc.). Any requests need to be documented and kept on the file.
31 The AHIP holder does not need to be advised of the release.
Formal applications under GIPA

If OEH receives a formal application for access to a copy of an AHIP under s.9 of the GIPA Act, the applicant has a ‘legally enforceable right to be provided with access to the information unless there is an overriding public interest against disclosure of the information’.

Formal access applications are dealt with by the Right to Information/Privacy (RTIP) Officers in the OEH Corporate Governance Branch. These officers need to weigh up whether there is a public interest consideration against disclosure of information, using the factors listed in the table in s.14 of the GIPA Act.

For the purposes of AHIPs, the relevant consideration is whether disclosure of the information could reasonably be expected to ‘prejudice the conservation of any place or object of natural, cultural or heritage value, or reveal any information relating to Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander traditional knowledge’ (s.14, GIPA Act). This decision is made by the RTIP Officers, based on advice from the relevant areas of EPRG and CCHD.

Note at this point, it is the role of CCHD AHIMS staff to consider the access restriction and to contact the ‘Nominated trustee’ and/or ‘Knowledge holder’ listed on the AHIMS site recording form to discuss the request. CCHD AHIMS staff will advise the RTIP Officers accordingly.

The procedure for EPRG is:
1. EPRG office receives a formal access application for an AHIP under s.9 of the GIPA Act.
2. The EPRG officer immediately:
   - advises their manager of the application (if they are not already aware)
   - contacts an RTIP Officer and sends the application for processing
   - advises the RTIP Officer if the applicant has already been supplied with a copy of the AHIP with the restricted information removed – Where this has not occurred, the RTIP Officer can ask the applicant if this would be sufficient and suggest the applicant withdraw the formal application and make it an informal request. If the applicant is agreeable, the RTIP Officer will refer the request back to EPRG for consideration as an informal request. If it has been supplied, RTIP moves to step 3.
3. RTIP Officer issues an email request to the EPRG officer for the full records to be provided to allow their consideration of whether disclosure of the restricted information would ‘prejudice the conservation of any place or object of natural, cultural or heritage value, or reveal any information relating to Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander traditional knowledge’ and any other considerations that are relevant in line with s.14 of the GIPA Act.
4. When determining the s.9 application, the RTIP Officer takes into account EPRG and CCHD advice.

The GIPA Act (s.76) also allows OEH to provide additional information to an applicant in response to a formal request. This may be appropriate to give an applicant sufficient information for their needs without jeopardising restricted information. Where a Branch Director thinks this is appropriate, they should advise the RTIP Officer and provide the additional information for issue to the applicant.

Other AHIP-related notices

The same general policy and process is followed for any informal or formal requests for copies of other notices, such as AHIP variations, transfers, surrenders, suspensions and revocations.

32 RTIP Officers are located in the GIPA & Privacy Unit (Corporate Governance Branch): for contact names and phone numbers of the officers, type the keyword ‘GIPA’ into the EHub staff directory search field.
5.2 Receiving and reviewing reports

Reports
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the AHIP template includes a number of optional ‘notification and reporting’ conditions that can be used to require an AHIP holder to report to the EPRG office on actions carried out under the permit (such as providing a salvage excavation report by a certain date).

When these reports are received, OEH will:
1. review the report and check that the report meets the requirements of the conditions that were set in the AHIP and determine whether any follow-up is required
2. check that the report includes a statement confirming that all Aboriginal site impact recording forms have been submitted to the AHIMS Registrar (see below)
3. using the ‘Actions’ tab, update the AHIMS permit record to show that the AHIP has been actioned, that is, the report was received and has been prepared in accordance with the AHIP conditions.

A copy of the report must be sent to the AHIMS Registrar to be uploaded onto AHIMS.

Aboriginal site impact recording form
There is a mandatory ‘notification and reporting condition’ in the AHIP template that requires an AHIP holder to complete and send to the AHIMS Registrar an Aboriginal site impact recording (ASIR) form for each AHIMS site (identified in Schedules B and C).

Any ASIR forms received directly should be sent immediately to the AHIMS Registrar for processing.

AHIP holders are required to include a statement in their final report that the relevant ASIR forms have been submitted to the registrar (see above).

5.3 Responding to alleged breaches of AHIPs
An AHIP holder (or former holder) is guilty of an offence under s.90J of the NPW Act where anyone contravenes a condition of their AHIP (or AHIP surrender, suspension or revocation notice).
However they are not guilty of an offence under s.90J if they can establish that the following occurred:

- contravention of the condition was caused by a person not associated with the AHIP holder at the time the condition was contravened, and
- the holder took all reasonable steps to prevent the contravention of the condition (s.90J(3)).

A range of regulatory actions is available for EPRG staff to respond to alleged breaches of an AHIP. These include information and education; warning letters; investigations; compliance audits; penalty notices; prosecutions; stop work orders; interim protection orders; remediation directions; court orders; and suspension and revocation of AHIPs. To find out more about these tools, go to ‘Compliance and enforcement tools’ in the references and further reading of this guide.

Each EPRG branch has different procedures and expertise in relation to investigations. All regulatory actions, including investigations, need to be approved by the manager or unit head (as the decision-maker). It is important that investigations are conducted professionally in an appropriate manner and within OEH’s powers under the NPW Act, the OEH Compliance Policy.

33 Section 90J(3) NPW Act states ‘A person is associated with the holder for the purposes of paragraph (b) (but without limiting any other circumstances of association) if the person is an employee, agent, licensee, contractor or sub-contractor of the holder.’

34 At time of publication, this policy was in draft.
and the Prosecution Guidelines to avoid compromising both the actions of the agency and the evidence.

While some operations officers have expertise in investigation, there are also branch specialist investigators, who can advise on how to undertake an investigation. In the event of a more complex or controversial offence, LSB’s Specialist Investigation Unit (SIU) can also assist.

5.4 AHIP variations

Variation of an AHIP includes substituting, omitting or amending an existing condition or imposing a new one (s.90D(2) of the NPW Act).

In some circumstances OEH will require a new AHIP application. For example, the variation application form and Applying for an AHIP: Guide for applicants state that a new AHIP application is necessary where:

- the area of land covered by an AHIP increases and was not part of the consultation at the time of the initial AHIP application
- test excavation is being carried out under an AHIP and it has been determined that further harm cannot be avoided.\(^{35}\)

AHIPs can be varied on the application of an AHIP holder (Section 5.4.1) and very minor variations can also be made directly by OEH (Section 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Variations initiated by AHIP holders

AHIP holders can apply to OEH for a variation to their AHIPs (s.90D(3) of the NPW Act).

Before requesting a variation, AHIP holders are encouraged to discuss their proposal with the OEH regional office, as explained in the variation application form and Applying for an AHIP: Guide for applicants. This is important so OEH can:

- advise the AHIP holder if a variation is appropriate or a new AHIP is required (Section 3.2)
- advise the AHIP holder of the correct procedure where a transfer and a variation is being sought (OEH policy is for separate variation and transfer processes – Section 5 below)
- prescribe requirements for consultation where necessary (see below)
- provide general advice in relation to the variation.

Requirements for consultation

Where a proposed variation to an AHIP authorises a significant increase in harm to Aboriginal objects or places, cl.80E of the NPW Regulation states that the DG of DPC is to require the applicant to carry out further consultation (in addition to the consultation that occurred for the original AHIP).

What constitutes a ‘significant increase in harm’ is determined on a case-by-case basis and will depend on the nature of the harm proposed by the variation. For example, OEH may require additional consultation where the variation will:

- increase the level of harm to Aboriginal objects or places from that already authorised in the AHIP
- harm an Aboriginal object or place that was not identified as being harmed in the original application for the AHIP.

\(^{35}\) In the majority of circumstances, however, OEH expects that test excavation will be carried out in accordance with the Code of Practice for Archaeological Investigation of Aboriginal Objects in NSW and not under an AHIP.
Clause 80E requires that this consultation must follow one of the following processes:
- an agreed modified or alternative Aboriginal community consultation process as described in cl.80C(10), NPW Regulation\(^{36}\)
- a community consultation process considered appropriate by the DG in the circumstances\(^{37}\)

In relation to the final dot point above, the decision-maker determines appropriate consultation processes case-by-case and these could include:
- consultation with those Aboriginal people who had registered an interest in the original assessment process (use of the RAP list from the original consultation process would avoid the need for additional notification)
- limiting consultation to the local Aboriginal land council and/or registered native title claimants and/or other known knowledge holders in the area of a project
- the process set out in cl.80C of the NPW Regulation (and further explained in the *Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010*, which is the process required for the issue of a new AHIP)

In all cases the consultation process must be documented in the AHIP variation determination report, along with reasons for using that process.

As stated above, AHIP holders are encouraged to talk to OEH before applying for a variation to determine any consultation requirements in advance as this is required to be completed before an AHIP variation application is submitted.

\(^{36}\) Under cl.80C(10) of the NPW Regulation, an agreement is one of the following:

‘(a) a registered Indigenous Land Use Agreement under the *Native Title Act 1993* of the Commonwealth entered into between an Aboriginal community and the State

(b) a lease entered into under Part 4A of the Act

(c) an agreement entered into by the Director-General and a board of management for land reserved under Part 4A of the Act that has the consent of the Aboriginal owner board members for the land concerned

(d) an agreement entered into between an Aboriginal community and the Department [OEH].’

\(^{37}\) This power is currently delegated to EPRG Environment Officer Class 13 and above: refer to [Delegation of Director-general and Minister’s Functions: Supplementary instrument of delegation of ministerial functions – 30 June 2010](#) on EHub
The flowchart above depicts the process for AHIP variations initiated by AHIP holders.

**Checking application is complete**

When OEH receives an AHIP variation application, the recommending officer must check the following:

- Has the application been made on the approved AHIP variation application form?
- Has the form been signed by the AHIP holder(s)?
- Has the correct fee been paid?
- Has all the required information been provided, as noted on the form (such as explanation of the variation being sought and any additional harm that may be required, location details, etc.)?
- Has the applicant complied with any other OEH requests that were a pre-requisite to lodging the application (check the file for any correspondence)?
• Have the results of consultation – any submissions and applicant responses to the issues raised in the submissions – been included with the application (applicable where consultation on the variation is required under cl.80E of the NPW Regulation)?

• Is development consent under the EP&A Act or other approval required (such as Part 5 of the EP&A Act, etc.)?

In relation to this final dot point, it is important to establish whether the original AHIP was issued as part of an integrated development approval (IDA) under the EP&A Act within the previous three years. If it has, any variation and conditions of the AHIP must be consistent with the development consent.38

A Notice to supply further information may be sent if further information is necessary and relevant to the application (see Section 3.3.6).

The recommending officer may recommend that the decision-maker reject the application because it is substantially incomplete (Section 3.3.4).

AHIP variation determination report

The recommending officer considers the AHIP variation application by addressing the s.90K ‘factors to be considered’ and completing an AHIP variation determination report in ISEMS. Section 2.4 outlines the purpose and structure of determination reports, including advice about how to complete a report. See also Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors (available on EHub only).

Completing the determination report also allows the decision-maker to sign off on the proposed text for the public register.

Refusing a variation application

The process for refusing an AHIP variation application mirrors the process for refusing an AHIP application (see Section 3.4.2, which outlines the main steps).

The areas of difference are:

• An additional ground for refusal is where it is appropriate to issue a new AHIP as opposed to varying an existing one (Section 5.4 introduction, above)

• Where refusal is proposed, an Intention to refuse AHIP variation application letter (on ISEMS) is sent to the AHIP holder, allowing them to make submissions before a final decision is reached.

• A Refusal of application to vary an AHIP letter (on ISEMS) is sent to the AHIP holder if the final decision is to refuse the variation.

• There is no need to provide details of the refusal on the public register.

• There is no need to update the AHIMS permit record.

Granting a variation application: Notice of variation of AHIP

OEH grants a variation by notice in writing to the AHIP holder in accordance with s.90D(5) of the NPW Act. The recommending officer prepares the draft Notice of variation of AHIP in ISEMS. The notice template is designed to describe the change to the original AHIP and includes user instructions that assist in the drafting.

The original AHIP remains unchanged in ISEMS: it is an archived document. A note on the variation notice requires that it must be read in conjunction with the original AHIP.

In the ‘Background’ section of the notice, the recommending officer explains why OEH is granting the variation. Under the next section ‘Variation of AHIP’, they include the relevant conditions and information that needs to be reworded (as guided by the template). The variation takes effect on the date the notice is issued. If the date for the variation to commence is different from the date of issue, the start date should be entered in the condition of the notice.

38 Section 93(4), Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979: An approval body cannot vary the terms of an approval granted for integrated development for which development consent has been granted before the expiration, lapsing or first renewal of the approval, whichever first occurs, other than to make variations that are not inconsistent with the development consent.
When varying a condition of an older AHIP that pre-dates the changes to the NPW Act that commenced in October 2010, it is not necessary to update the whole AHIP to be consistent with the amended legislation (e.g. terminology, references to the legislation, etc.).

**Authorising and serving**

The decision-maker completes Part 4 of the determination report and authorises the AHIP and the letter/notice in ISEMS. The recommending officer ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notice in ISEMS and serves the notice on the AHIP holder (Section 3.4.4). More information on working with ISEMS notices can be found in Appendix A of this guide.

**Placing details on the public register**

The recommending officer records the variation on the public register as soon as practicable after serving the *Notice of variation of AHIP*. They will need to complete Part B of the web-form, using the text for this purpose contained on the front of the *AHIP variation determination report*. See Section 2.5 for more information on the public register.

**Updating AHIMS**

Recommending officers also update the permit record in AHIMS, using the ‘comments’ tab to record the variation details.

For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.

**5.4.2 Variations initiated by OEH**

The only circumstances in which OEH can initiate an AHIP variation are to correct a typographical error or resolve an inconsistency between conditions (s.90D(3)).

---

39 Schedule 3(65) of the NPW Act states that a s.87 permit or s.90 consent issued before commencement of the *NPW Amendment Act 2010*, is taken to be an AHIP issued under s.90 of the current NPW Act.
Process: variations initiated by OEH

RO: Recommending officer
DM: Decision-maker

RO considers variation to AHIP to correct typographical error or resolve an inconsistency between conditions

RO consults with AHIP holder about proposed changes

RO prepares draft AHIP variation determination report and draft Notice of variation of AHIP

DM reviews and completes Determination report and draft notice and makes a decision (completes Part 4)

Decision: refuse variation

DM authorises Determination report

RO advises AHIP holder of decision not to vary

Decision: issue variation

DM authorises Determination report and Notice of variation

RO serves Notice on AHIP holder

RO places details of variation on public register

RO updates AHIMS record

The flowchart above depicts the process for an OEH-initiated variation to an AHIP.

Consultation with AHIP holder

It is OEH policy to discuss any variation with an AHIP holder before sending them a notice to vary their permit. This is not a formal consultation process as the variation is minor and, as a courtesy, a phone call or email to the AHIP holder will suffice. All communications must be documented on file and referred to in the AHIP variation determination report.

AHIP variation determination report

Even though the proposed variation is very minor, recommending officers must still address the s.90K ‘factors to consider’ and complete an AHIP variation determination report in ISEMS. Section 2.4 outlines the purpose and structure of determination reports, including how to complete one. Consideration of the s.90K factors will, however, be brief as the proposed changes will be very minor: see Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors (available on EHub only).

Completing the determination also allows the decision-maker to sign off on the proposed text for the public register.
**Deciding not to vary**
Where it is decided not to vary an AHIP, the recommending officer advises the AHIP holder. A phone call or email is sufficient with details kept on file.

There is no need to update the public register or AHIMS where there is no variation to an AHIP.

**Deciding to vary: Notice of variation of AHIP**
The recommending officer prepares a draft *Notice of variation of AHIP* in ISEMS. A variation is effected by OEH sending the notice to the AHIP holder (s.90D(5), NPW Act). The notice template is designed to describe the change to the original AHIP and includes user instructions that assist in the drafting.

In the ‘Background’ section of the notice, the recommending officer explains why OEH is initiating a variation. Under the next section ‘Variation of AHIP’, they include the relevant conditions and information that needs to be reworded (as guided by the template). The variation takes effect on the date the notice is issued. If the date for the variation to commence is different from the date of issue, the start date should be entered in the condition of the notice.

When varying a condition of an older AHIP that pre-dates the changes to the NPW Act that commenced in October 2010, it is not necessary to update the whole AHIP to be consistent with the amended legislation (e.g. terminology, references to the legislation, etc.).

**Authorising and serving**
The decision-maker completes Part 4 of the determination report and authorises the AHIP and the letter/notice in ISEMS. The recommending officer ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notice in ISEMS and serves the notice on the AHIP holder (Section 3.4.4). More information on working with ISEMS notices can be found in Appendix A of this guide.

**Placing details on the public register**
The recommending officer records the variation on the public register as soon as practicable after serving the *Notice of variation of AHIP*. They will need to complete Part B of the web-form, using the text for this purpose contained on the front of the *AHIP variation determination report*. See Section 2.5 for more information on the public register.

**Updating AHIMS**
Recommending officers also update the permit record in AHIMS, using the ‘comments’ tab to record the variation details.

For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.

**5.4.3 Unusual situations**

**Varying AHIPs not in ISEMS**
For pre-ISEMS AHIPs not in the system, recommending officers need to select a different template notice in ISEMS: *AHIPs – Variations – AHIPs issued pre-ISEMS*. The tokens and links have been removed as there are no automated links because the permit is not in the ISEMS system. The procedure for issuing the notice will remain the same as described in Section 5.4.1.

**Complex variations**
Generally an *AHIP variation notice* simply describes changes to the original AHIP and therefore needs to be read in conjunction with it. However in rare circumstances, a more complex or extensive variation may need to be issued.

In these situations, it may be confusing to describe the change to each condition relating back to the original AHIP. If this is the case a ‘new’ AHIP can be created in ISEMS to incorporate the changed conditions into the AHIP itself. It will still be necessary to issue a notice to the AHIP holder for the variation to take effect.
In order to do this, recommending officers need to:

1. Ask the ISEMS Help Desk to set up a new AHIP in ISEMS by dropping in the complete original AHIP text – the system will then assign it a new AHIP number.\(^{40}\)
2. In the ‘Background’ of the AHIP, refer to the previous AHIP number, so that it is clear that the two numbers relate to the one AHIP and describe the purpose of the variation.
3. Make any necessary changes to the AHIP.
4. Create an **AHIP variation notice** that outlines what the changes are in general terms (without using the suggested format of documenting each condition change as specified in the template). The notice must refer to both the varied AHIP and the original AHIP – which must be attached – and note that the varied AHIP supersedes the original AHIP.

It is suggested that recommending officers ask LSB to review the notice and attachments prior to issuing them.

**5.5 AHIP transfers**

An application to transfer an AHIP to another person can be made under s.90B of the NPW Act. Where approved, the AHIP is transferred into a new AHIP holder’s name and they then assume all the responsibilities and obligations under the AHIP conditions. As before, the new holder must be a legal entity (Section 4.2.1).

**Circumstances where OEH cannot refuse a transfer**

Under s.90R of the NPW Act, OEH cannot refuse an application to transfer an AHIP and in granting the application cannot vary any of the AHIP conditions where all of the following apply:

- the AHIP relates to a specified parcel of land
- the transfer application was made in accordance with s.90B on the approved form and signed by the proposed AHIP holder
- the AHIP holder has given written consent to the transfer as required under s.90E.

**OEH policy: separate variation and transfer processes**

Under s.90D(4) of the NPW Act, an AHIP can be varied at any time during its currency, including when it is being transferred to another person. Because of the limitations of s.90R (see above), this means that in practice an AHIP variation notice would need to be issued at the same time as a transfer notice.

However, it is OEH policy not to accept and process a transfer and a variation at the same time. This is because a variation has to be applied for by the AHIP holder and it can be confusing who is asking for the variation when a transfer is being applied for simultaneously. Therefore, an AHIP variation application will either need to be submitted to OEH prior to a transfer by the current AHIP holder or by the new AHIP holder after OEH has granted a transfer.

Potential applicants should be aware of this policy documented in *Applying for an AHIP: Guide for applicants* and on the AHIP variation and transfer forms.

If, for any reason the decision-maker wishes to effect a variation and transfer simultaneously, it is recommended that they seek advice from LSB. They will need to issue both a transfer and variation notice and check whether the applicant requesting the variation is the AHIP holder.

\(^{40}\) Due to the limitations of ISEMS, an old AHIP cannot be amended because, once it is issued, it is unable to be altered in the system. A ‘new’ AHIP will need to be created if it is to reflect the new conditions and amendments as the result of a complex variation and this will be automatically assigned a new number.
**Process: AHIP transfers**

- **FO**: Finance officer
- **RO**: Recommending officer
- **DM**: Decision-maker

1. **EPRG office receives AHIP transfer application**
2. **FO** date stamps, processes fee, enters into TRIM
3. **RO** checks application is complete (and requests any additional information if required)
   - When complete, **RO** considers application and drafts **AHIP transfer determination report**
   - **Recommendation**: refuse transfer
   - **Recommendation**: issue transfer
4. **RO** drafts **Notice of intention to refuse application for transfer**
5. **DM** reviews **Determination report**, makes decision (completes Part 4) and reviews draft notice
6. **Proposed decision**: refuse transfer
7. **DM** authorises **Intention to refuse application for transfer allowing comment by applicant**
8. **RO** drafts **Notice of transfer of AHIP**
9. **DM** authorises **Determination report and Notices of transfer of AHIP**
10. **RO** serves notices on old and new AHIP holders
11. **RO** places details of transfer on public register
12. **DM** reviews **Determination report**, makes decision (completes Part 4) and reviews draft notice
13. **RO** serves notices on applicant

**Option to reject application where ‘substantially incomplete’**
- **DM** advises applicant in writing and returns fee

**Any necessary consultation on draft notice may also occur at this point**

**Refusal still recommended**
- **RO** drafts **Notice of refusal of application for transfer**
- **DM** authorises final **Determination report and notice**
- **RO** serves notice on applicant

The flowchart above depicts the process for AHIP transfers.

**Time frames: simple transfers coinciding with the sale of land**

Under question 2 of the AHIP transfer form the applicant is able to request a date for the transfer of an AHIP where s.90R requirements are met (simple transfer). This is to accommodate situations where the applicant wants the AHIP transfer to coincide with the sale of land. Ordinarily the time period for the sale of land is 42 days from the date of exchange of contracts until the date of settlement. This is shorter than the 60-day deemed refusal period for an AHIP (Section 2.6.2).

The AHIP transfer form instructs applicants to apply at least 30 days prior to the nominated date for the sale of the land so OEH is able to process the application on time. Despite the 60-day deemed refusal period, where an applicant in a simple transfer has nominated a transfer date at question 2, OEH will endeavour to make a decision about the transfer application within 30 days. A transfer cannot be done retrospectively.

Figure 2 depicts an example of a simple transfer, where the applicant has requested the AHIP transfer to coincide with the sale of land. Note, the appeal period will start the day after the applicant is given notice of OEH’s decision, via notice, whenever this is.
Checking application is complete

When OEH receives an AHIP transfer application, the recommending officer must check the following:

- Has the application been made on the approved AHIP transfer application form?
- Has the form been signed by both the current and proposed AHIP holder?
- Has the correct fee been paid?
- Has all the required information been provided, as noted on the form (such as contact details of the new AHIP holder, their project manager and archaeologist where applicable)?

The applicant can be either the current or proposed AHIP holder. See section 1.3 of the AHIP transfer application form, to determine who the applicant is.

A Notice to supply further information may be sent if further information is necessary and relevant to the application (see Section 3.3.6).

The recommending officer may recommend that the decision-maker reject the application because it is substantially incomplete (Section 3.3.4).

**AHIP transfer determination report**

The recommending officer considers the AHIP transfer application by addressing the s.90K ‘factors to be considered’ and completing an AHIP transfer determination report in ISEMS.

If the application falls under s.90R of the NPW Act and OEH therefore cannot refuse the transfer, the recommending officer completes section 2.1 of the determination report and indicates that the other factors in s.90K are not applicable.

Section 2.4 outlines the purpose and structure of determination reports, including advice about how to complete a report. See also Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors (available on EHub only).

Completing the determination report also allows the decision-maker to sign-off on the proposed text for the public register.
**Refusing a transfer application**

The process for refusing an AHIP transfer application mirrors the process for refusing an AHIP application (see Section 3.4.2, which outlines the main steps).

The areas of difference are:

- There are very limited grounds for refusal (see above).
- Where refusal is proposed, a *Notice of intention to refuse application for transfer* (on ISEMS) is sent to the applicant, allowing them to make submissions before a final decision is reached.
- A *Refusal of application for transfer* (on ISEMS) is sent to the applicant if the final decision is to refuse the variation.
- There is no need to provide details of the refusal on the public register.
- There is no need to update the AHIMS permit record.

**Granting a transfer application: Notice of transfer of AHIP**

Under s.90C(2) of the NPW Act, an application for the transfer of an AHIP is granted by the transfer of the AHIP. The transfer of the AHIP occurs by notice in writing to the old and new AHIP holders (s.90(4)).

A *Notice of transfer of AHIP* is served on both the previous and new AHIP holder. The new holder also receives a copy of the AHIP.

**Authorising and serving**

The decision-maker completes Part 4 of the determination report and authorises the transfer and the notice in ISEMS. The recommending officer ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notice in ISEMS and serves the notice on the old and new AHIP holders (Section 3.4.4). More information on working with ISEMS notices can be found in Appendix A of this guide.

**Placing details on the public register**

The recommending officer records the transfer on the public register as soon as practicable after serving the *Notice of transfer of AHIP* on the old and new AHIP holders. They will need to complete Part B of the web-form, using the text for this purpose contained on the front of the *AHIP transfer determination report*. See Section 2.5 for more information on the public register.

**Updating AHIMS**

Recommending officers also update the permit record in AHIMS, using the ‘Comments’ tab to record the transfer details.

For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.

**Transferring AHIPs not in ISEM**

When transferring an older AHIP not issued through ISEMS, recommending officers will need to follow these additional steps:

1. Search ISEMS to determine whether the new and old AHIP holders are in the system. If not, create new accountable parties in ISEMS. See Appendix A for more information on doing this.
2. Draft the *AHIP transfer notices* for the new and previous AHIP holder. The ‘Linked notice number’ will need to be manually inserted and the tokens deleted.
3. Create a new AHIP in ISEMS. A new AHIP number will be generated by the system.
4. Ask the ISEMS Help Desk to drop the complete original AHIP text into the newly created AHIP document (‘notice’) on ISEMS.
5. In the ‘Background’ section of the AHIP, refer to the previous AHIP number so it will be clear that the two AHIP numbers relate to the one AHIP. Also note the reason was due to a transfer.
5.6 AHIP surrenders

An AHIP holder can apply to OEH to surrender their AHIP (s.90H of the NPW Act) by using the AHIP surrender application form. Because an AHIP is a defence against prosecution for certain offences under the NPW Act, permit holders should stop all activities that may harm Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places (as per the relevant AHIP) before considering surrendering their AHIP. This advice appears on OEH’s website.

There is rarely a benefit in an AHIP holder giving up their permit. In most circumstances, it is more practical to simply let the AHIP expire. The exception may be in circumstances where the holder wishes to surrender their AHIP and apply for a new one to replace it. However, in this situation, it may be simpler (from an administrative perspective) for the applicant to make just one application (for a new AHIP) and OEH to revoke the existing AHIP (if required).

There is no refund of fees where an AHIP is surrendered.

**Process: AHIP surrenders**

- **RO**: Recommending officer
- **DM**: Decision-maker

The flowchart above depicts the process for AHIP surrenders.

**Checking application is complete**

When OEH receives an AHIP surrender application, the recommending officer must check the following:

- Has the application been made on the approved AHIP surrender application form?
- Has the form been signed by the AHIP holder(s)?
- Has the correct fee been paid?
- Has all the required information been provided, as noted on the form (such as reasons why the AHIP holder is surrendering their permit)?
Note that no fees apply to AHIP surrenders.

A Notice to supply further information may be sent if further information is necessary and relevant to the application (see Section 3.3.6).

The recommending officer may recommend that the decision-maker reject the application because it is substantially incomplete (Section 3.3.4).

**AHIP surrender determination report**

The recommending officer considers the AHIP surrender application by addressing the s.90K ‘factors to be considered’ and completing an AHIP surrender determination report in ISEMS. Section 2.4 outlines the purpose and structure of determination reports, including advice about how to complete a report. See also Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors (available on EHub only).

Completing the determination report also allows the decision-maker to sign off on the proposed text for the public register.

**Refusing a surrender application**

Because an AHIP is a defence against prosecution for certain offences under the NPW Act, OEH would not normally refuse a surrender application. It is the prerogative of the AHIP holder if they wish to give up that defence. Furthermore, as AHIP fees are not refundable at surrender and AHIPs are for a specific time period, it is generally expected an AHIP holder would retain their AHIP for the life of the permit.

OEH may, however, advise the AHIP holder to withdraw their surrender application if their rationale for doing so is misguided.

No templates have been prepared for refusing a surrender application as it is anticipated that:

- the number of surrender applications will be very low
- the number of potential refusals of surrender applications would be even lower.

The Continuous Improvement Unit (CIU) (see Section 6.1) can provide advice on the rare need to refuse a surrender.

**Granting a surrender application: Notice of approval of surrender of AHIP**

To grant the surrender application, the recommending officer prepares a draft Notice of approval of surrender of AHIP in ISEMS.

Conditions can also be attached to the surrender notice (s.90I) and these may include (but are not limited to) any conditions to which the AHIP was subject immediately before it was surrendered.

The ISEMS notice template provides for the inclusion of such conditions if required.

**Authorising and serving**

The decision-maker completes Part 4 of the determination report and authorises the surrender and the notice in ISEMS. The recommending officer ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notice in ISEMS and serves the notice on the applicant (Section 3.4.4). More information on working with ISEMS notices can be found in Appendix A of this guide.

**Placing details on the public register**

The recommending officer records the surrender on the public register as soon as practicable after serving the Notice of approval of surrender of AHIP on the AHIP holder. They will need to complete Part B of the web-form, using the text for this purpose contained on the front of the AHIP surrender determination report. See Section 2.5 for more information on the public register.

**Updating AHIMS**

Recommending officers also update the permit record in AHIMS, using the ‘comments’ tab to record the surrender details.
For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.

**Changing the conditions of a surrender notice**

OEH may also impose new conditions on a surrender notice or vary or revoke any existing conditions that applied (s.90I(3)). This must be done in writing via a *Notice of variation of a condition of AHIP surrender* in ISEMS.

In the ‘Background’ section of the notice, the recommending officer describes why the surrender conditions are being varied. Under ‘Variation of surrender condition’, they can also insert a description of the condition/schedule/paragraph/text that is to be amended with page numbers. They should ensure that the text in the notice is exactly the same as the condition that is being changed.

**5.7 AHIP suspensions and revocations**

OEH has the power to suspend or revoke an AHIP under s.90G of the NPW Act. The processes for suspending or revoking an AHIP are identical. Suspensions may be for a specified period or until specified conditions are fulfilled or until further order by the DG. Recommended officers should always seek advice from Legal Services Branch when considering suspending or revoking an AHIP (Section 6.3).

No fees are refundable on the suspension or revocation of a permit.
The flowchart above depicts the process for suspending or revoking an AHIP.

**AHIP suspension/revocation determination report**

The recommending officer prepares either an AHIP suspension determination report or AHIP revocation determination report in ISEMS, addressing the s.90K ‘factors to be considered’. Section 2.4 outlines the purpose and structure of determination reports, including advice about how to complete a report. See also Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors (available on EHub only).
Section 90G(6) of the NPW Act states the reasons for suspending or revoking an AHIP may include (but are not limited to) the following:

- the holder of the AHIP obtained the permit improperly
- a condition of the AHIP was contravened
- the activities covered by the AHIP were completed or are no longer being carried on.

Completing the determination report also allows the decision-maker to sign-off on the proposed text for the public register.

**Notice of intention to suspend/revoke**

The recommending officer also prepares either a draft *Notice of intention to suspend AHIP* or draft *Notice of intention to revoke AHIP* in ISEMS, stating the reasons for the intention. The purpose of this notice is to allow the AHIP holder a reasonable opportunity to respond to the proposed suspension/revocation before OEH makes a final decision. The decision-maker must review both the determination report and draft notice and authorise the notice if appropriate.

**Considering submissions and updating the determination report**

Once the AHIP holder’s submission has been received (or the time for making submissions has expired), the recommending officer makes their final recommendation on whether the AHIP will be suspended or revoked. They must take into account any issues raised in the AHIP holder’s submission (in response to the notice) and note these in the determination report. They may also add further detail to Part 2 of the determination report.

**Deciding not to suspend or revoke an AHIP**

After receiving submissions on the *Notice of intention to suspend/revoke*, the decision-maker may decide not to take either of these actions. This needs to be documented and justified in the determination report.

The decision-maker must notify the AHIP holder in writing of their decision. There is no template for this, so it is important that the advice refers to the reasons for the decision and any relevant issues raised in the AHIP holder’s submission.

It is not necessary to provide details on the public register or update the AHIMS permit record when it is decided not to suspend or revoke an AHIP.

**Notice of suspension/revocation**

Where the recommendation is still to suspend or revoke the AHIP, the recommending officer prepares a draft *Notice of suspension of AHIP* or draft *Notice of revocation of AHIP* for consideration by the decision-maker. This must refer to the reasons for the decision and make reference to any relevant issues raised in the AHIP holder’s submission.

Under s.90G(3) of the NPW Act, a suspension may be for a specified period or until the fulfilment of specified conditions or until further order of the DG.

Also under s.90I of the NPW Act, OEH may, by notice in writing, impose conditions on the suspension or revocation of an AHIP. Those conditions may include (but are not limited to) any conditions to which the AHIP was subject immediately before it was suspended or revoked.

The notice templates provide for the inclusion of these conditions and time frames if required.

Suspension and revocations operate immediately from the date the notice is issued unless otherwise specified in the notice.

**Authorising and serving**

The decision-maker completes Part 4 of the determination report and authorises the suspension or revocation and the notice in ISEMS. The recommending officer ‘issues’ and ‘serves’ the notice in ISEMS and serves the notice on the applicant (Section 3.4.4). More information on working with ISEMS notices can be found in Appendix A of this guide.
**Placing details on the public register**

The recommending officer records the suspension or revocation on the public register as soon as practicable after serving the notice on the AHIP holder. They will need to complete Part B of the web-form, using the text for this purpose contained on the front of the *AHIP suspension determination report* or *AHIP revocation determination report*. See Section 2.5 for more information on the public register.

**Updating AHIMS**

Recommending officers also update the permit record in AHIMS, using the ‘comments’ tab to record the suspension or revocation details.

For general information about using the permit module in AHIMS, refer to Section 13 of the AHIMS User Training Manual, which is available by contacting Information Systems and Assessment Section, CCHD.

**Changing the conditions of an AHIP suspension or revocation notice**

OEH may also impose new conditions on a suspension or revocation notice, or vary or revoke any existing conditions that applied (s.90I(3)). This must be done in writing via a *Notice of variation of a condition of AHIP Suspension* or *Notice of variation of a condition of AHIP revocation*, both notices are in ISEMS.

Under s.90I(3)f the NPW Act, the DG may, by notice in writing, impose new conditions on a suspension or revocation notice or vary or revoke any existing conditions.

This is achieved by completing the template *Notice of variation of a condition of an AHIP suspension* or *Notice of variation of a condition of an AHIP revocation* in ISEMS. In the ‘Background’ section of the notice, the recommending officer states why the suspension or revocation conditions are being varied. Under ‘Variation of suspension/revocation condition’, they also insert a description of the condition/schedule/paragraph/text that is to be amended with page numbers.

They should ensure that the text in the notice is exactly the same as the condition that is being changed.
6. Seeking further assistance

For any of the AHIP processes, where an issue or question arises that cannot be resolved at the branch level, advice or assistance should be sought from the units below.

6.1 Continuous Improvement Unit

The Continuous Improvement Unit (CIU) is able to provide assistance with:

- interpreting OEH policy
- providing advice on operational procedures
- developing new policy or procedures where gaps are identified
- dealing with issues that have application beyond the regional level.

For minor matters, call or email CIU staff working on Aboriginal cultural heritage matters directly.

For more substantial matters, email the Head of CIU, setting out the issue, background, request for advice and any time constraints (such as when the information is required and why).

6.2 ISEMS Help Desk

The ISEMS Help Desk is the go-to for any queries about using ISEMS or problems with creating or managing a notice in ISEMS. Contact the Help Desk by email or phone.

Appendix A has some hints and tips for completing ISEMS notices and the ISEMS Guide to Notices (available on EHub only) also provides more detailed and general advice about creating and managing notices in the system.

6.3 Legal Services Branch

Contact Legal Services Branch (LSB) for any legal questions or assistance or advice in relation to a specific matter that cannot be resolved at branch level.

LSB is able to assist with:

- interpreting the legislation
- providing advice on administrative/common law principles that guide government action, such as procedural fairness
- concerns relating to the enforceability of an AHIP condition
- advice on dealing with contentious issues
- advice where there is potential for OEH’s decision to be challenged.

For minor matters, first consult ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ and ‘Legal Eyes’ on the Legal Advice EHub page. For quick and straightforward queries that cannot be answered locally, consider contacting the duty solicitor.

For more substantial matters, the decision-maker should approve and forward a request for legal advice. Requests should be forwarded to the Manager Legislation and Advice and clearly set out the issue, background, request for advice and any time constraints (such as when the information is required and why). Allow for a two-week turnaround on legal advice.

More detailed information about the process for requesting legal advice can be found in Legal Eye 2008/02: Requesting advice and using lawyers effectively.
Appendix A: Hints and tips on completing ISEMS notices

Using tokens
Tokens are automatic text linked to information in various data sets within ISEMS, such as the AHIP holder’s name, registered address, etc.

The ISEMS AHIP templates for managing AHIPs post-approval (such as variations, transfers, etc.) are designed to link to the original AHIP. By entering in the original AHIP notice number, most of the AHIP details (AHIP holder name, address, etc.) will be auto-populated via the system.

It is important not to alter or delete any text in the notice with this highlighting as it may stop the authorisation process.

Colour highlighting in the templates
In all the templates various pieces of text are highlighted in different colours, as follows:

- **Grey highlighting** indicates ‘system tokens’, as discussed above. It is important not to alter or delete any text in the notice with this highlighting as it may stop the authorisation process.
- **Purple highlighting** indicates that direct editing is required.
- **Yellow highlighting** indicates an instruction that must be followed by the drafter.
- It is important to ensure that all purple and yellow highlighting and any drafting instructions are removed before the notice is sent out.

Good recordkeeping
It is imperative that ISEMS is as accurate and true a record as the system allows. Some pointers, which are sometimes overlooked are:

**AHIPs for Aboriginal places**
When creating an AHIP, a check box asks the user to click on it where the AHIP relates to an Aboriginal place. Ensure that the Aboriginal place box is checked to record in ISEMS that the permit applies to an Aboriginal place.

**Accountable parties**
- Before creating an accountable party in ISEMS, check to see whether it does not already exist in the system. This will avoid multiple entries for the one party.
- The accountable party has to be a legal entity.
- To get the correct name, a search at ASICS or Fair Trading NSW is necessary.
- The accountable party name must be copied as it appears on the ASIC website: no abbreviations, full stops in the right place, correct spelling and in the following order with punctuation – family name; given name(s)
- It is not possible to create an accountable party without an ABN number. If the accountable party is a legal entity but does not have an ABN (so does not appear in an ASICS search), an accountable party can be created by the Regulatory Compliance Support Unit: email poeo.licensing@environment.nsw.gov.au.
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Changing the notice status after it has been authorised

After a notice has been authorised, it is important to change the status of the notice to ‘issued’ and then ‘served’, once these steps have been completed, to reflect the history of the notice properly.

Where to get further help

- ISEMS Help Desk (see Section 6.2).
- ISEMS Online Help: When using ISEMS, hit F1 to bring up the online help menu.
- Regulatory Compliance Support Unit: poeo.licensing@environment.nsw.gov.au
References and further reading

OEH policies and guidelines


EPRG Operating Principles (DECCW 2010): ehub/organisation/EPRG/index.htm [internal audience]


Guidance for Considering Section 90K Factors (OEH 2011): ehub/regulation/ach.htm [internal audience]


OEH online resources

OEH webpages

• AHIPs: www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licences/Section87Section90.htm
• AHIP application forms: www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licences/AHIPforms.htm
• AHIMS: www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licences/AboriginalHeritageInformationManagementSystem.htm
• Regulation of Aboriginal cultural heritage: www.environment.nsw.gov.au/licences/achregulation.htm

EHub webpages (internal)

• Aboriginal cultural heritage (EPRG): ehub/regulation/ach.htm
• Delegations (LSB): ehub/legal/delegations.htm
• Environmental planning and assessment (PWG/EPRG): deccnet/epa/
Legal Eyes (LSB):
- 2001/11 – Environmental incidents involving corporations and the concept of vicarious liability
- 2003/03 – Licences and notices may only be issued to a legal entity. Contracts may only be signed by a legal entity. Who or what is that?
- 2004/08 – Service of notices, licences and other statutory instruments only by Registered Post
- 2005/05 – Drafting enforceable legal instruments
- 2008/10 – Checklist for decision-makers
- 2008/11 – Legal principles for decision-makers
- 2008/12 – Difference between judicial review and merit appeals
- 2009/08 – How do co-management agreements affect projects and decisions made across DECC?

Compliance and enforcement tools

Warning letters
- Guidelines, other, warning letter: ehub/regulation/guidelines.htm

Investigations
- Specialist Investigations Unit (SIU) webpage (includes guidelines and pro-formas and information on SIU, such as search and seizure, OEH official caution letter, warrant application, EPRG/SIU Joint Investigation Management Plan): ehub/legal/legalandinvestigations.htm
- EPRG Approach to Investigations and Prosecutions: ehub/legal/investigations.htm

Compliance audits
- EHub compliance webpage (guidance on compliance audits and assessing responses to non-compliance; POEO-centric but still applicable to Aboriginal cultural heritage regulation): ehub/regulation/compliance.htm

Penalty notices
- Guidelines, other, penalty notice: ehub/regulation/guidelines.htm
- Legal Eyes: ehub/legal/legaleyes.htm
  - 1997/10 – Increase in penalty units
  - 2002/12 – Penalty notice payment options and IPB codes
  - 2006/11 – Using the correct Fixed Penalty Handbook to issue penalty notices

NPW Act fixed penalty handbook (for penalty codes):
- Most current version of the handbook: ehub/legal/officers.htm and also at ehub/legal/investigations.htm (as at 6 November 2010 – the handbook is updated regularly)
- Legal Eye 2010/03 – New procedures for issuing official cautions and conducting internal reviews of penalty notices

Remediation directions
- Legal Eye 2011/05: Guide to issuing remediation directions under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (currently addresses threatened species but still relevant to Aboriginal cultural heritage due to the overlap of the legislation for remediation directions for this area as well as threatened species)
Prosecutions

Stop work orders
- **Legal Eye 2011/09: Stop work orders under the NPW Act and TSC Act**

Interim Protection Orders
- Seek advice from Legal Services Branch

Powers of authorised officers
- EHub authorised and enforcement officers webpage: [ehub/legal/officers.htm](http://ehub/legal/officers.htm)
- **Powers of Authorised Officers** (POEO-centric but still helpful, as now POEO powers have been adopted for administering the NPW Act): [www.environment.nsw.gov.au/mao/powersao.htm](http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/mao/powersao.htm)
- **Legal Eye 2008/01: Restrictions on OEH authorised officers entering and searching residential premises**

Risk management
- EHub risk management webpage (includes guidelines for managing external complaints and allegations): [ehub/governance/riskmgt.htm](http://ehub/governance/riskmgt.htm)

External publications/websites

Legislation
- **Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979**
- **National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974**
- **National Parks and Wildlife Regulation 2009**
- **Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991**
- **Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997**